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This announcement is intended to give detailed information to prospect.iYe 
students in the Summer Session of Cornell University. 
For general information concerning the University and the work in itavarious 
colleges during the academic year, .the requirements for admission, etc., the 
General Circular of Information should be consulted. nus and the other publi· 
cations of Cornell University are listed on the last page of the cover of this 
pamphlet. Anyone of the informational publications there mentioned wiD be 
sent gratis and post.free on application to the Secretary of Cornell Univenity. 
Ithaca. New York. 
CALENDAR 
SUMMER SESSION 19Z1 
In order to get the full number of exercises announced for the Summer Session 
it is necessary that all work begin pTomptJy on Tuesday morning. July S. 
Students are urged, therefore. to reach Ithaca in time to be preseot at the first 
exercise in each class. JC possible, they should register on Saturday. July 2; 
if not, they should register on Tuesday during the hours not occupied in claI5 
work. Since instruction begins on Tuesday, all five-hour classes win meet 00 
Saturday. July 9. 
2, s.tu.rdQ, 
5, T ... da,. 
5. Tunda, .HaiaI. 
ud 'oUo.iDe Tuesda,., 
7, Tbullda, .' .. njn, 
I, Frida" before .. p. m. 
10, Saoda" 11 a. m. 
ud toUowiq S .. ula,.. 
10 ... ...,. ........ 
aDd. toDowiDc hadaya. 
II, lloada, "",iDL 
£ .... 1 12, Frida,. 
I a. m. to 5 p. 1L Reciatratioa. Room. A. Goldaili a_lit 
1IaII. 
WtruCtiOIl becfu at limn aDd ,..c ......... aced .... 
each coone. RqistratiOll cootiDited. at otIca of ....... 
lIorriU BaD. 
Orpa Recital. Sap CbapeL 
Pianoforte Recital bJ Mr. Robert Ind,"'" BaD. 
Lut da, for .. ,meat of feel at tbe Treuan:r'a __ 
1 lIoniU BaIL 
Preacb.iD., ill S.,e CbapeL 
Orpa Recital, a.Uey BaD. 
Pint lec:r.r. iD Koada:r ........ coaru. 
foUowiq lloadqa. RocIlefeDw a.n. 
Sammer S'S 1«1. doe. 
All public exercises in connection with the Summer Session are announced 
weekly in the University Calendar. 
SUM14E1l SESSION 1921 
omeBaS 
Albert William Smith" !d.M.B., Actina President of the University. 
David Pletcbet Hoy, M.S.. Reciltrar Of the University. 
ADlUlIISlRATIVII BOARD OP THE SUMMER SESSION 
= Edwin c:wi2htoa., Ph.D .• LL.D., Dean of the Graduate School. 
Thi1Iy, Ph.D., LL.D., 0.." of the CeUege of Arts and Sciences. 
[)e:rter Simpson Kimball, M.E., Dean of the Col1ege of Engineering, 
E .. "", .. Com'";tr •• 
Robert Morris Orden. Ph.D., Chairman. 
Beaton Sullivan Jdonioe. Ph.D., Seaetary. 
Walter 
'STAPP OP INSTRUCTION 
'?""""" Languqes and Li ..... tures 
M.A., Ph.D. 
Ph.D. 
Philosophy 
French 
Music 
History 
Phy~ics 
Vs}'chology 
German 
Music 
Hi~tory 
,emistty aDd Electro-Chemistry Chemist • .,. 
iilitical Sci.nce, Swarthmore CoUege 
Government 
N. Y. Music 
Cbemi. .. try 
Structural Engineering 
Public Speakinc 
Mathematics 
·usic in Public Scbools and Conductor of tbe Elgar Choir, 
Music 
GtvjQapby 
;';;;,ni.y of the South. and Editor of the Sewanee 
Boclisb 
Physico 
on. _ •• aI .... ! 11 ....... '- die' If 8cbooI ill AcrinIt ... an tifta OD pace • .s. 
3 
4 
Eli7,abeth Colwell 
Boston, Mass. 
Robert B. Corey. B.Chern. 
Assistant in Chemistf'Y 
Walter Rodney Cornen, B.S. 
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Assistant Professor of Mechanics of Engineering 
Ralph Thomas Kline Cornwell, B.Chem. 
Instructor in Chemistry 
Clyde Firman Craig, A.B., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
Jame's Edwin Creighton, A.B .• Ph,D., LL.D. 
Music 
Chentistry 
Mechanks 
Ch .... try 
Mathematics 
Sage Professor of Logic and Metaphysics, and Dean of the Graduate School 
Karl M. Dallenbach. A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Psychology 
Hollis Ellsworth Dann, Mus. D. 
Profess')r of Music 
Alexander M. Drummond, A.B.. A.M. 
Professor of Public Speakin~ 
Charles Lo\'e Durham, M.A., Ph.D. 
Profess')t' of Latin 
Florence Dye 
Teacher of Violin, Public Schools, Akron, O. 
Ellsworth David Elston, A.B., A.M. 
A~sistant Professor of Geology, Dartmouth College 
Donald English, B.S., M .B.A. 
Professor of Economics and Accounting 
Jean M. Getas 
Ph;losophy 
Psychology 
M.we 
Public Spealring 
Latin 
MusiC' 
G.ology 
Economics 
Instructor in Physical Education, U. S. Military Academy, West Point 
Roswell Clifton Gibbs, A.B., A.M., Ph.D, 
Prof~r of Physics 
Everett Walton Goodhue, A.B., A.M. 
Swimming 
Physic.a 
Acting Professo.· of Economics Economics 
Othon Goepp Gucrlac. Licencie es lett..·($, Licencie en droit 
Memorial Profe.;sor of the Romance Languages and Literr.tures French 
Lucy Duncan Hall 
Teacher of Dalcroze Eurhythmics. Francis W. Parker School, Chicago, !I1mois 
Music 
John William Hebel, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
J nstructor in English 
Ernest Herman Hespelt, A.B., A.M. 
Instructor in the Romance Languages and Literatures 
Emilv Hickman. Ph.D. 
ProfE'SSOT of History, Well$ College 
William H. HoerTner 
Professor of Music, Colgate University 
wuis Benjamin Hoisington, A.B., Ph.D. 
Instructor in Psychology 
Harley Earl Howe, B.S., M.A., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Physics 
Eric Vail Howell, C.E .• M .e .E. 
Instructor in Civil Engineering 
Everett Lee Hunt, A.B. . 
Assistant Professor of Public Speaking 
Helen Allen Hunt 
Teacher of Si~ng. Boston. Mass. 
Wallie Abraham Hurwitz, Ph.D. 
Assistant ProfeSsor of Mathematics 
James Mead Hyatt, A.B. 
Instructor tn Physics 
Arthur Edward Johnstone 
Executive Editor, Art Publication Society 
Engl;'\) 
Spanish 
History 
Music 
Psychology 
Physics 
M'!Cbanics 
Public Spealdng 
Music 
Mathematics 
Physics 
Music 
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CbIrIa Byroo JoIIiIIe, ~.S. 
I_ln Phf"'C" 
Ralph JI&yworcI )I', .. ston. A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
Prole.or « the Romance Languages and Li~atures 
Earle H_ Keonard, B.A .... Ph.D. 
AJlistant Professor of .. nysics 
_ TaIhot Locey, B.Ch_. 
AJlistant iD Chemistry 
!.idaJ. Lowe 
fooch<t of SiDciDc, Booton, M .... 
A-. Jmanue1 McKimtey. A.B., A.M. 
__ .~ 'b 
J- FRClerickID Ma::~ A.l!., Ph.D. 
Plot t1' of t.be Rcxn·noe LaDcuaces and Literatures 
))ovid B. Mattern, A.B. 
Physico 
Spanish 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Music 
Cbemistry 
French 
DitoetorofSchooiOrcllestr,,,"dlllJtrumentalO'_.ltbaca, N. Y. Music 
Gean!eJ. MiIIor~, M.S. 
TeIcher Gl ?State Normal School, Mankato, Minn., and Editor 
1)/ the J~ ~"'hY. G<ography 
BeIlton QdJivan Monroe, A. "A.M., Ph.D. 
AJlistant Prof ...... 01 B",1i!h English 
David W. Moore 
~ Assistant iD Chemistry ))ovid S. Mone, A.B., A.M. Chemistry 
Iutructor in M.thematict Mathematics Jooiah M_, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
Prof ...... 01 Pb> __ ..... y and Psycbolngy, University of South Carolina 
Guy Btoob Muchmore, 
Alsiltaat PIi of' r 01 
Codotoa Chase M_ 
A";"."t PUit:SIX oi 
Melvin L. Nicbolo. B.Cbtm. 
~ iD Chemiotry 
Education 
Public Speaking 
Physico 
Chemistry CIorIt Satberland Northup, A.B .• Ph.D. 
Plul " 01 EncIi!h aad Libnrian of the Hart Memor;a! Library English 
Raben Morris Ood<n, B.S., Ph.D. 
wnl:"l.l~ dMucatioa Education 
m Ridgley Orndnrft, A.B.;, Ph.D. 
Ploofeslcc of Organic aDd t"oysioJocica.l Cbemistry Chmlld""" Robert Lee Ooburn --, 
Director of Millie, Maywood Illinois 
·"oderi<,k wnliam Ow_ Ph.D •• 
J Ataistaat Ptuf ell' of Mathematics &mel Owa Per.iDe, M.s. 
""-iDPh . 
....., Howell ~Cbtm. 
~t;::'p\"!~ 
'b...._.A.istaat PIOI: :l of Civil Enci' 'eo'Uic 
.... R" I "-. A.B_Pb D PniellDl' if Oerm&n . . 
.Jem= T.o-dr. ILwn!"i;~ ~! aDd Aooiotant Prohc< 01 Music 
""'IQ Reber .. A.B., A.M. 
Mathematics 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Descriptive G.ometry 
German 
Music 
Latin 
Mathematics 
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Guillermo Rivera, M.A. 
Instructor in Spanish, Harvard University 
Louis A. Raux, A.B. 
Head of the French Department, Newark Academy Pteneb 
William Carl Ruediger, Ph.B.. Ph.M., Ph.D. 
PrO(~f <;>f Education and Dean of the Teachers College, George Washington 
U mverslly Education 
Blanche Rumbley 
Director of Music, Sterling, Colorado Music 
Martin Wright Sampson, B.A., M.A. 
Goldwin Smith Professor of English Literature 
Clara Frances Sanford 
Supervisor of Music, St. Joseph, Mo. 
Nathaniel Schmidt, A.B., A.M. 
Music 
Professor of Semitic Languagesand Literatures, andof Oriental History History 
Francis Robert Sharpe, B.A., Ph.D. 
Professor of l\Iathematics Mathematics 
Luis;';. Sherwell 
• T('achcr of Spanish, Stuyvesant Hieh School, New York City 
\'irgil Snyder. B.S., A.M., Ph.D. 
Spanish 
Professor of Mathematics 
Ruth Anita St. John 
Assistant in Geology 
William Strunk, jr., A.B., Ph.D. 
Prof('ssor of English 
Fr~xkrick George Switzer, M.E. 
Assistan t Professor of Hydraulics 
Frank Thilly, A.B. , Ph.D., LL.D. 
Mathematics 
Geology 
English 
Mechanics 
Professor of Philosophy and Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 
Philosophy 
Lewis G. Thomas 
Teach{'i of Piano and Theory, St. Louis, Mo. Music 
Edward Bradford Titchener, A.B., A.M., Ph.D., LL.D., D.Se., Litt.D. 
Sage Professor of Psychology in the Graduate School, Lecturei in Psychology 
f.'label Ellsworth Todd 
Lecturer, Boston, ).Iass. 
Clarence Ellsworth Townsend, M.E. 
Assistant Professor of Machine Design 
Psychology 
Music 
Mechanical Drawing 
Leonard Church Urquhart, C.E. 
AssistaJlt Professor of Civil Engineering 
Harry Schultz Vandiver 
Structural Engineering 
Instructor in J\ .. lathematics 
James Raymond Wadsworth, A.B. 
Instructor in the Romance Languages and Literatures 
Seth Wakeman, B.A., 11.A. 
Instructor in Education 
Albert Edward Wells 
Professor of Machine Construction 
Bernice White 
Instructor in Music, Hunter College 
Prank Ernest Williams 
Mathematics 
French 
Education 
Machine Shop Work 
Music 
Assi~tant Professor of Geography and Industry, Wharton School, University 
of Pennsylvania Geography 
Sume L. Williams . 
Supervisor of Music, Dallas, Texas MUSIC 
E. Jane WisenaU . 
Teacher of Harmony and Choral Music, Woodward High School, Cincinna~, 
Ohio MUSlC 
Blanche Woody 
Supervisor of Music, Anderson, Indiana 
Edwin H. Zeydel, Ph.D. 
Linguist, Carnegie Institution, Washington 
Music 
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OBJECT or THE SUMMER SESSIOl'l 
'!be primary object of the Summer Session is to advana' education by he1~og 
those eogaced in it. The instruction is adapted to the needs of the foUOWIt1& 
cIo ... " 
I. Pro!!5SMS and teachers in colleges and schools. superintendents, and 
supervisors of speci,1 branches of instruction. 
The announcements of the different departments show a wide range of work. 
1'1Iis work is either advanced and. therefore. suited to specialists who wish to 
pursue their individual study; or more, ~emeotary ,and ~pted to teachers who 
desire to start in a new field. In addition to the Instructton of the class room, 
the University's libraries. museums, laboratories, and shops are open for use. 
2. CoDege students in CorneD or other universities who wish to make some 
dto]astieuse of. the long vac:atioa. especially those whose coUege studies may for 
ODe reason « another have been interrupted. In the case of graduates lOme of 
the courses oft'ered may be counted toward an aavanced degree. See the 
A!tO!'!QJ1cement of the Graduate School for details regarding opportunities for 
advanced work and research during the summer. 
Undergraduates may anticipau- requirements and thereby shorten theu course, 
or may make up sistine deficiencies. The conditions for receiving credit, Dnd the 
amount which may be obtained, are stated on pagt'S 8 and 9· 
3. Students entering the University andIwishing to obtaill surplus credit 
at entranCf', or to complete the entTanoe requirements. It often happens that 
studeDts have in June more or less than tbe requirements (or admission to coUege. 
The Summer Session aBords them the oppoa tunity cither to add to their surplus 
aod thua. in lOme ClSes, to gain a year in time: or to mab up their deficiency. 
4. An pasons qualified to pursue with profit My COUrsf> given, whether or 
DOt they are euppI in formal study 0< teaciUng. 
ADMiSSIOl'l, ATl'l!lmAll'CE, REGISTRATIOl'l 
There are no euminations (or admission to the Summer Session. For condi-
tioaI of admission to courses in the Stlmmer School in Agriculture, see page 4; . 
Bach pason must. however. satisfy the instructor in charge of any course (unless 
it be elementary) tbat be is qualified to pursue the work. Any duly registered 
atudeot 0( the Slimmer S ~ ion may visit such clInes as be d! sires. AdmluJOQ to 
..... room. ia .... tlic: ........ clair rep.tered students. Persons wishing to haft 
work done duriDg the Summer S: ;00 couotetl towards a decree must conform 
to the replatioos stated under the beading "Academic Credit (or 'Work," page S . 
. AD _10 ate requjted to '''IIiA« at the office of the Registrar. They may 
IfC:_ ~ SaturdaY. July 2, betWCEllS L Ill. and 5 p. m., or upon the day of their 
.. ~ if'MY r<och Ithl" on July $0< later. Rocistratioo on July 2 is urged. 
R .... "'"_ in advoa"" of the dates heft &iven is DOt nquired. 
~!. elW' :1 belio at 8 a. m., Tuesday, July 5. Thereafter the Registrar's 
IS apea. from. 9 &. m. to 4 p. DL Eva, day ezoept Saturday when it ia mlet! 
at ftOOIL ' 
. '!""""Io who wish a edit for graduate _k mOlt ......... not only with the 
R I 'ow bat Iloo with the o..n of the G .. " ... te ScbooI, Room n, Morri1I HaD. 
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TUITION FEE 
The sina:le tuition fee, with the exceptions noted betow. for the entire Su"""er 
Session,whether one course or more is taken, is $40. This mUit be paid at the 
office of the Treasurer. Room I, Monill Hall, within five days after rqistn,tioa 
day. In case of withdrawal within five days from the first :registration day. for 
reasons satisfactory to the Comptroller and the Registrar, the tuition paid may be 
refunded and the charr:e cancelled. In case of withdrawal within two weeks after 
the first registration day. one-half of the tuition may be refunded. In case 0( regis.-
tration after the first three weeks of the session, students must pay two-think of 
the full tuition fee. No student is admitted without the payment of this fee. 
Admission to dasses is "'trieted to duty registered studeoll. 
For instruction in swimming and fencing an extra fee is charged. See p. 35. 
Instruction in aU subjects taught in the Summer School in Agricultut'e is ~ 
ided by the State of New York. and is free to students recittered thereia. who 
hue been resideDts of the State for at least ODe year. See page 47. For all 
others the tuition is the same as for othet work, S40.. Free tuition does not include 
any instruction outside the College of Agriculture, nor are students receiving free 
tuition permitted. to attend classes outside the College of Agriculture. 
Persons taking courses in the Summer School in Agriculture and in any depart.-
ment of t.he Summer Session mus! register in both the Summer School and the 
Swnmer Session, paying, however, only one tuition lee. 
Any tuition fee or other fee may be changed. by the Trustees to take effect 
at any time without previous notice. 
LABORATORY FEES 
ChemJltry. A fee is charged for material actuaJJy consumed, and such 
dt>pOSit must be made with the Treasurer as the instructor may p!escribe. 
Ph)'lica. The fee in Physics is at the rate of $. for every five hours a week 
of work in the laboratory. The entire amount must be paid to the Treasurer at 
the beginning of the session. 
Geography and GeolOCJ. In course S 8 and in course S Q a lee of ,. must 
be pajd in advance to the Treasurer to COVer incidental expenses of the course. 
LibratJ Deposit. See undet'" Library, page II. 
ACADEMIC CREDIT FOR WORK 
In the College of Arts ad Science.. The academic req~ts for the 
deglee of Bachelor of Arts are residence fot. eight terms (four years) and the com-
pinion of one hundred and twenty hours of elective work. During the first two 
years of his C'OW'Se the student must elect twenty-four of his hours qoder oertaiu 
rtstrictions (the underclass requirement.), and during his last two years he mull 
elect twenty bours in some one departlDf'Dt or group of related departments (the 
uppercla.cs TEquirement). 
To obtain credit toward the Cornell degree by means of work done in Slimmer 
Sessions, a student must have previously satisfied the entrance requirements of the 
CoIJ.ece,and must obtain in advaocr. the Dean's approval 01. his selection of cow I q 
He may then obtain in any Summer Stssioo credit for the number of hours be 
p·sseo;, between the limits of five and eigbt hours inclusive, but only lot werk com-
pleted during that session and passed without condition. To obtain uedit fat. 
term of residence he must pass a total of at least twelve hows in two CX" mote Sam-
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mer S I 'nns. at 1eut five in eedt. CTedit for two terms of residence. but no more, 
may be *"""" in this way. . 
No credit iG boars or residence will be allowed • student not passmg at leut 
6ft hours. uoept that for a COW'Ie in • foreign Juguaee mteting ten perioda a 
...... a ""dent may obtain credit 01 four bours, which be may combine with eigbt 
bouts teCUI'tId i.o another Summer SesJion to obtain credit (or a term of residence. 
III 0tIm CoUtpi of the UD.ivenity. The nature and amount of credit 
aDam ia other coOT"' at Cornell for work in the Swnmer Session may be learned 
from the statements unci .. the announcement of each course. 
III tile Gndaate School. Graduate work at Cornell is not expressed in terms 
of courses or of bours. A graduate of any college wbose requirements for a 
6m decree are sut.tantiaUy equivalent to those for the first degree at Cornell 
IDly be admitted to resident study in the Graduate School. He may at once enter 
upon eudidacy for an advaaced degree if he is able to abow that be bas bad 
adequate prelim;"".,. training in the subjects in which be proposes to work. 
The NlUiremsts for the deeee do not depend primarily on the completion of 
auy preecribed number of courses or of a fixed term of residence. They are 
rather based upoa. actual achievement in scholarship and research in the fields 
indicated by the major and minor subjec:ts. The writing of a thesis and the 
pessin, of a special examination are also required. The minimum period of 
residenee for the Master's decree is one academic yeat or its equivalent, and 
for the Doctor'. dogie< three yean. 
Not aD work done by a graduate student is graduate work in the strict ~ 
of the .term. Graduate work to be considf'red acceptable for a degree must 
be of advaoced characte.r in some field or departm .. nt of knowledge. No 
resideoce towards a mI'tert , deglee will be granted any student who don not 
"Ii .... with the Deaa 01 the Groduate School within three days at .... be opening 
of the SmKJa, and who does not formally b«ome a candidate for this degree under 
&be ditec:tiou of a special CQf1lIIlittee. The latest day for such registration in 1921 
is July 8. 
_ts 01 the Umversily Summer Session and .he Summer School in Agri. 
calture who have been admitted to candidacy for an advaneed degr«: ate requited 
to pey the"CUlar tuition of the IIeISion but are eJ.empt from tuition and adminis. 
tration feet in the Gnduate ScbooI. On ftgistering for the first time IS candi· 
dat.el. adelltli who haft not prnoiously mat:ricuJated: in Cornell University will 
be ci.eo matriculation without payment of the usual f4 on prcsentmc a eertifica~ 
that they ..... paid the tuition eba<&ea lOt the cunent Summer Session. 
Sle-leota I'fCistered ill the Graduate School and acuJed from tuition in the 
SIiiF"n~ School ia. Acriadtuft as residents of New York State are charged on 
their lint I ...... tion in the Groduate School a matriculation f .. of "0, and for 
fIlCh. '011 an admjoi'batioa fee of 16.25. 
. The , . ......,., teq1IimDents few the dec'" of M ...... 01 Arts may be fulfilled 
.. -bole or ill part by atteodaaoe duriDg the Summer S: 'ioo of .be Umversity. 
For tbia pw .... IE, two s..mmer 5 7 ions will be regarded as the equivalent of one 
~ &ad. four Summer S . ClDI as the equivalent of one ymr Candidatea for 
thiI ( ~$ ee who ate iD ft'Iideocoe cIwi:Dc Slimmer 5 ( kru only aft also requited 
to C_tiltci! their "diea darinc the year under the direction of the chairmao 
~ the IpeI:'iaJ c»+ppmiUee ia. c:I:a-.. 01 their wOik. 
'0 SUMMER SESSION 
Any person wishing to become a candidate for an advanced degtee and to 
study during the Summer Session is advised to write to the professor wboae work 
be expects to take, and also to the Dean of the Graduate School, asking fur • 
blank form of application for admission to the Graduate School. It is much 
better to make these arrangemenu before coming to Tthaca, thus avoiding delay 
and intcmlption of study after the Summer Session has begun. In this way. 
moreover I it may be possible to secure the advice and guidance of professors ill 
fields of study of which no specific mention is made in the announcements. Not 
all departments formally offer graduate work. 
In certain departments also an invitation is issued to scholars who are beyond 
the stage of regular graduate study to make use of the resources of the University 
in these fields for carrying on research. 
CERTIFICATES FOR WORK DONE 
Students of the SUmmf"f Session who are not nmtricuJated in the University 
may receive certificates of attendance and of work satisfactorily performed. 
Application for them must be made before August 10, and the applicant must 
leave at the office of the Registrar a large·si1.ed envelope stamped and directed to 
his home address. The certificate will then be forwarded by mail. The regula· 
tions of each department for the granting of a certificate must be met. 
COST OF LIVING 
The cost of board and furnished room in Ithaca during the Summer Session 
runs (rom SIO a week upwards. In some cases the cost has been reduced to 19, 
but it is not safe to count upon less than this sum. 
The price of a single furnished room may be as low as $3 ii wefk. The prices 
advance with the size and location of the rooms. 
Rooms are engaged with the understanding that they will be OCC\lpiect for 
the (>Otire session. unless otherwise agreed upon by both parties. Table board 
is usually engaged by the week, or, if so stated, by the day. 
A Jist of desirable rooms in private houses may be had on application after 
June J. Studentc; are cautioned a~ainst unauthorized rooming.house agents, 
The price of table board runs from $7 to $10 in bearding houses. In cafeterias 
and restaurants, the aVeTage cost of meals amounts to about the same sum. 
Three cafeteria.,; undeT the management of the University are easily aC<'eJSible 
on the campus. 
RESIDENTIAL HALLS, ROOMS, BOARD 
I. For Women. Th'University has three residential halls for women in 
which boa.'d and rooms may be obtainM during the Summer Session by registered 
~tudents only. 
Rooms in these buildings will be reserved in the order of application. Each 
application fot a room must be accompanied by a deposit of SSj otherwise the 
apptiCtttion will not be entered. If the room assigned is occupied by the applicant 
the amount of this deposit is held until the end of thl" session to covet the return 
of keY$, damalte to building or furniture other tban ordinary wear and teat, aod 
to insure the completion of the lease. The deposit is refunded if tbe applicant 
gives formal notice to the manager on or before June IS that she wishes to with· 
draw ber application. 
In Sage CoUege, which accommodates 115. the charge fot room, table board, 
and a specified amount of laundry. will be, for the session, from $72 to $84 accord· 
illl to the size and location of the room. 
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Ja Prudence Rislty HaD, which accommodates 184. the charge will be from 
$78 to f84 accor<Iin, to the IOODl occupied. 
I. both buUdinga this charie includes lodging Friday night. July. (not earlier), 
tnaldut Saturdiy. July 2, and aU meals to and including bteakiaat SaturdAy, 
AuguJt '3. 
Members of the Summer Session who do Dot. room in Sage College Ot Prudence 
Risley Hall may obtain table board at either. The charge is S9 a week. 
In Cascadilla Hal) a furnished room may be had for the six week!; of the Sum· 
mer S sion at a cost of '23 to $29. thi.5 charge including a specified amount 
of laUDdry'. This building is furnisbed like the othf'rs but has shower baths and 
Dot bibs. In thi~ building the University maintains a cafc-ttria restaurant wbre 
melis may be had At reasonabJe rate.'i. 
Eacb of the rtSidential halls is in charge of a !larden, who is glad to know the 
students, to advise them in case of illness or other emergency and to give them 
"bat information tbty may wish about the University. the town, And the com· 
munity. The regulation of the social lift..of the students is in the hands of the 
_ .... 
Undetjtaduate women students of Cornell and other colleges are expected to 
live in the Rtsidential Halls or in other approved lodgings. 
Room' ud board lDay be aeeved ill private houle.. A lilt of approved. 
bouI" may be bad on reQuest after Jue I. It is Dot safe to eDC'Je rooms in 
pees DOt recommended by the Ualnnity. Por room p ...... aDd aU ioformatioa 
rtJatiM to.dleae baJJJ, aDd to othet approved bouns tot womea, apply to Mt. 
nom .. Tree, III.cet of Residential Bin" Sage College, Itbac.e IN. Y. 
2. ror Ilea. Rooms in Baktr Court will be R.vailable (or men student.,. 
Por room plans and all information concerning Bakcr Court, apply to the Univer. 
sity Tnuurer,lthaca, N. Y. 
Checks for rez vation of room, or in pnyment of board bills, should be drawn 
to the order of Cornell University. 
SeIf~ StucieDts, hath men And womf'll, who may wish to ('aTn a part 
of their es:peoses during the Summer Se&-i()O, are iD\;ted to C'Ortf'Spond in advance 
witb Mr. Thomas Tree, Sage CoDege, Ithaca, N. Y. 
THE LIBRARII!S 
The University Library is open on wetk days fTOm 8 •. m., to 10 p. m., except 
Saturday, when it is closed at I p. m. In this building are the main library, 
containing about five hundred thousand volumes. and most of the semin:.ty and 
speciallibraries. The main ftAdina room aftords accommodations for mt)l"(' than 
two hlUldred ~, and coo'taJns a selected library of over 8,000 volumes of 
mtmlCe works. Below stairs is tbe periodicaProom in which are Ict"pt tbf' current 
rnunben of about five hundrfd joumaIs in various fields of Imowledgf'. These 
rooms are open to aU students. Studfoats ploperJy quali64!d are aUowed the use 01 
the seminary rooms and the books in them. The main collection is primarily a 
library of reference lor use in tbe building. Students are, however. to a limi~ 
nttnt, aDoAed to take out boob lor home.at. Pawns wishing this privilq:e 
..... make • depocit of '5, which wiD be refunded upon the return of aU hooks 
"""'oat. 
• The I..'bruy of the CoUece of Acricultur<. in the bosement 01 Stone HaU, 
• opea. WI. Auk days frOth 9 a. m. to 5 p. m., euept Saturday, when it is closed 
at I P. ... In it wiD be fOWld • 1ar1« _ion 01 bulletins and noport. 01 .. .,.. j. 
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ment stations, reference books on agricu1~ and oountry l:ife, agricultural 
periodi<'a1s, and the like. The entomological library, in the Departmeot of 
Entomology on the fourth floor of the main building, is one 01. tlJe most complete 
of its kind in the United States. Nearly all the departments in which instntctioa 
is given have weU-selected departmental libraries. 
SAGE CHAPEL 
Religious services are condur.ted in Sage Chapel throughout the academic 
year by eminent clergymen selected from the various religious denomination&. 
There wHl be serv1Coe$ in th~ Chapel on five Sundays during the Summer S7 ioo. 
July 10 to AU,2ust 7. inclusive. 
THE CORNELL INFIRMARY 
The CoTnell In6rmary is the former mansion of the late Henry Willi,ms 
Sage, for many years chairman of the Board of Trustees of the University. At hit 
death in 1897. his sons, Dean and William Henry Sage, endowed. it and gave it 
to the University for a students' Infirmary as a memorial to tbeir father. In 
1912 a modern fireproof addition was erected with a capacity of sixty-two beds. 
The Infirmary, which is in charge of an experienced superintendent. is thor. 
oughly equipped in every way, and i!; open throughout the University year. 
It provides suitable room~. food, and nursing fot sick students. It has DO medi,..) 
staft; students employ their own physicians among practitioners in Ith.ca at 
elsewhere. 
Students in the University Summer Session and in the Summer School ill 
Agriculture have all the privileges of admission to the Iofinnary. They pey 
no f~ in advance, but are liable for regular charges for services rendered. 
LECTURES, MUSICAL RECITALS, EXCURSIONS 
tn Olddition to the regular class lOOm work there will be public lectures on 
Momia)' evenings. 
There are also lectures of gt>neral interest each week in connection with the 
various tiepartmeots. Notice of these will be given in the University Calendar. 
Organ recitals will be given on Tuesday evenings in the Sage Chapel and OD 
Sunday evenings in Bailey Hall. 
Wednf'Sday evenings are devoted to the departmental confelences, which 
are open to all interested. Notice of these will be given frem week to week. 
In connection with the work of the several departmmts excursions are made to 
many points of interest. Some of these are open to all members of the Sunnner 
Senioo. Notable for their attractiveness are the eJtcW"Siona to Watkinl Gleo and 
to Niagara Palls. 
RAILROAD ROUTES 
Ithaca is reached by three railroads: the Vbigh Valley; the Delaware. 
tackawanna, and Western: and the Central New York Southern. Tbe IthtM! 
branch of the Lackawanna leaves the rna;n line at Owego. Through traiDs nUl 
from New York and Buflalo on the Lehigh, and tIuou&h sleep"" cars run daily 
from Ne .. York o. both roads. Prom Philadelphia, and from .Baltimo<e, Wash· 
ington, and the South va the Baiti"""" '" Ohio, the PhiJ .... Jpbia '" R .... i .. 
c:onneets with the Lehigb at Bethlehem. On the lehigh, through trains for W,. ... 
connect with the New York Centtal at Auburn. and with the PeDD.'lYlvania (Notth-
..... C<utTal) and the Erie at Elmira. Trains on the C<utral New York Southon! 
also connect with the New York Central at Auburn. 
COURSES OF mSTRUCTION 
MOlt of the 00UrIeS oIered cons:iIt of five eae:cises a wetk. each week day 
uoept s..turday. The number of actual boo .... of c1~S& work, in any cou."Se may 
be f .... d bJ IIIIIltiplyinc tho number of _Iy .... 0 ... by 'IX. 
Since iDItruction becins on Tueli'Y. all classes meeting 6ve times a week will 
meet at the,..war hours on the first 5otUJday, July 9· 
The word "hour" used in reference to University credit means the equivalent 
of one el .. eutrise a week f«. half·year or one semester. One hundred and 
twellty such "hours" are required of c:andidaW: for the A.B. degree. 
G. S. - Goldwin Smith Hall. 
CBEMISTIlY 
The courses announced below. correspond ~tirely or in part with courses 
pno durinc the recular sessions of the University. For n-gular stud~ts the 
ftqUirEtDftlts for admission to the various courses will be the samf' as dunng the 
,..,. 
Teachers may be admitted to any course (M which their gf'neral training or 
aperienoe may bt coosidued to prepare them. Every t'ffort will be made to 
meet the individual needs of teac:bers by arranging and modifying tht'" work as far 
U poISloJe 10 as to fulfil the pa.rticuIar requimnents in each <,a,se. 
Counts in braclcets are aot given in 1921. 
S 1. IDbocluc:., IaorpDic Cbemistry. a. Lectur~. daily eJ:«pt Sat .. 1:2. 
RoclcefeJ1e... Profe'SSlOr BROWN. and Mr. Moo ... :, The lectures deal with the 
fnnd·mental theories and la", of chemistry, aDd with the more common element~ 
aDd their compounds. They are profustoty iUuo;tratro by experiments. The 
ooune if primarily cIesicned to meet the needs of teachers in secondary schools, 
aod to that end t'Dlpbasis is laid upon methods 0( lecture presentation and ('xpcr1" 
meatal ,.r,.,"o ... tratioo. Stucleftts otber than wtbers must, before registering, 
atilt1 the deput:meat that they are properly prepatt'd to carry on the work . 
b. IAbaratcay work, M W, 8-12. and T Tb P, 9-12. MoC'$(' HaU. "Ir. 
McKoooy aod Mr. Co.BY. A teries of ezpaiments df'Sicned to iIlu:'trate the 
fund·mea.tallaws of c::bemistly and "' aoquaint the student with \h(' properties of 
the priDcipal eJemeats and their tGDpo .. ods.. For th(' benefit of tf'aCher"!' who may 
tUe the coune q»eri" atteaUoo trill be ciVf!n to the methods of laboratory 
itwLluctioo, q'·"'IiLatift e&ptiimtnta. and tbe blowing of simple glass apparatus . 
.. Ilodta...... T Th P, 8. M .... C. Mr. McKJNJI1!Y. The "";tatioo. 
doaI with the oabje<t matter at the 1ect_ aocI with the ape.immtal work in the 
laboratory; thai""" drill in the _tioo of d><mjat. prob1tma. 
Cndit for .. b, aocI c, aU hours. 
S 50 AMbtkal Ch ilb) fw 'DpaUn. Leetwa, M W P, II. MOI"Se C. 
I.obcntory, dolly ....... 5ot., ,_. Mr. Rma. aocI Mr. . Credit, 
* abow .. Paua;raisite. courw I . 
86. II .. " ~ ODd n.... ..... _ .......... This course is 
.,'Czt into two PI ru. either 01 which ':;-;::bn ~-;;he other. Credit 
-. 7' a,.he bou.... ' 
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A. Qualitative Analysis. Lectures, M W F. 11 . Morse C. Laborato:y. daily 
except Sat., J.3tr4.30. Mr. RIDER and Mr. . Credit, three hours. 
An elementary course for those who have had the equivaleJlt of COUrse S 1. A 
study in laboratory and cJus room of the methods for detecting and. separatinc the 
principal bases and inorganic acids, This i! followed by the anaIyU of vano.. 
substances, either in solution or in !IOlid form, the composition of which is unknowu 
to the students. Consi(jerable emphasis is laid upon the writing ?f equatiooa 
expre~"ing the reactions involved in the work. 
B. Quantitative Analysis. Elementary. Lectures, T Th, II. Morse C. 
Laboratory, M W F. 8-11. Credit, two hours. Mr. RIDER and Mr. . 
An introduction to quantitative methods and the cbemistTy upon which tb_ 
rnE'thods are based. Lectures, explanatory of the methods used, aTe fint givtD; 
each student then periOl'"ms .c:imple analyses which involve the use of apparatua 
ordinarily employed in analytical work. 
Advanced work (see course S 14) may be taken by students who complete 
this cour~ before the <'loSt! of the session. 
S 7. Qualitative Analysis. Lectures and recitations, daily excf'Pt Sat., 8· 
Morse A. Laboratory, daily except Sat., 1.3~4.JO, and M W F, 9-12. 
Mr. RIDER and Mr. --. Credit, one 00 six hours. 
This course comprises (I) a study in class room and laboratory of the metbodl 
for dch'cting eaeh of the important acids in the presence of the others, together 
with the reactions involvcd, followed by the analysis of more compTe.: mixtures 
than thoSf' ac;siy,ned in course 8 6A; 3.nd (2) a comparative study in tbl" laboratory 
of ditferE"flt method s of d(tl'cting and separating the bases. 
8 12. Quantitative Analysis. l,.(>ctu.·es, daily except Sat., 8. Morse C. 
Laboratory, daily ('X('ept Sat.,1}-1. Mr. NICHOLS and Mr. BRANDES. Credit. 
four. five, or six hours. 
A lonf!f'r elementary (,Ollrse in which utended practice in volumetric and 
gravimetric analysis i:-; offered. 
8 14. Quantitative Analysis, Advanced Course. Laboratory practice at 
hou.'S to be ar,·anged. Credit, one, two, three. or four hours. Mr. NICHOLS and 
Mr. BRANDES. 
This course comprises in~truction in certain gravimetric. volumetric, and 
electrochemical methods of analysis and in the methods of combustion aoalysi!. 
The work 'includes the analysis of iron ores, iron and steel, slag$. coal aDd coke, 
cements and cement mat('.i3I .. , alloys. ores of copper,lead. zinc, metCW'Y. manp.. 
nese, tin, etc. 
(8 16. Electcochemiu! Ana.lysi1. Laboratory Pnctice. Credit. one hour.) 
(8 19. Qualitative and QuaDtitJttive Gas ADaJ:ysiI. Lectures.. Credit, two 
hour>.J 
IS 20. Techllict1 Gas ADalysis. Labotatoty. Open to those who have 
taken or are taking Course 8 19. Credit, two bows.) 
IS 24. Optieocbemical Methods. Lectures. Morse 119. Labolatory 
practice. Credit, three hoW'S.: 
15.'5 OpticodJemicaJ Methods. Advanced Course. Laboratoty. Co •• 
one or more hours. I 
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S 30- arpa!, Oem''', 
A. Atiph'tic compounds, Lectum and recitati~. Daily,~. Morse 119· 
)AboralOr)' proctice .t boutS to be """apI. ~t, four to '"" hours. Pro-
1m., ()aNDOUr. Mr. CoaNWSLL. and Mr. LAcay. 
B. Atomatic compounds. Lectures and recitations. Daily, 12. Sibley. 
Laboratory practice at hours to be arranged. Credit, four to six hours. Mr. 
CORNWELL and Mr. LAcay, 
This course presuppoees a knowledge of elementary chemistry. Part B must 
be preceded or aeoompanied by Part A. The two parts of the course may be 
taken together or Part A may be taken one summer and Part B the following 
summer. 
S 31. Orpalc Chemistry. 
A. Aliphatic compounds. Lectures and recitations. Daily. 8. Morse 119· 
Credit, three hours. Professor ORNDORFF and Mr. LACBY. , 
B. Aromatic compounds. Lectures and recitations. Daily. 12. Sibley. 
Credit, three hours. Mr. CORNWELL and Mr. LACEY. 
These lectures and recitations are the same as those of Course S 30. Course 
5 30 should be taken in preference to Course S J I whenever it is possible. 
S 32. Orpa.ic Chemistry, Shorter Course. Aliphatic and aromatic com· 
pouods. Lectures and. recitations. Daily, 8, Morse 119; daily, 12, Sibley, 
dttriog the first three weeks o( the session, and 8, only, during the remainder of 
the I "'00. 14boratory practice at hours to be arranged. Credit, six hours. 
Professor ORNDORFF, Mr. CORNWELL, and Mr. LACE"'. 
The lectures and recitations of this course include all of those of Course S 30 A, 
and the firstbalf of those of Course S 30 B. Course S 32 presupposes a knowledge 
of elementary chemistry, and is designed more particularly for students registE't"ed 
in the Colleges of Medicine and Agriculture. 
S 34. Ad'lUlted Orewt Cbemiltry. Laboratory practice at hours to be 
arraoged. Credit, two or more hours. Professor ORNDORFF, "Ir. CORSWELL, 
and Mr. LACEY. 
The course in the preparation of organic compounds is here continued, the 
preparations,however, being more difficult, and requiring more skill and experience 
on the part of the student. 
S 31. lIetbodl of Orpaic AnalJU. Laboratory practice, with occasional 
Iecture&. Hours to be arranged. Credit, two or more houts. Professor ORS' 
DORFP, Mr. CoaHWELL, and Mr. LACEY. 
This course comprises the qualitative and quaotitative analysis of pure organic 
compounds. and of such commercial products as alcohols, ethers. organic acids, 
p,w:ol. formatin, acetates, soaps, twpeDtine, rosin oils, etc. 
S 38. lb. Coal Tar D)eltafh. Laboratory practice. Credit, two to four 
hours. Opeo to thole who have had course lJ. Professor OUDOU'F aod ~Ir. 
Counrw.. Hours to be arranged. 
Varioua intermediate producta used in the preparation of dyes are made and 
from tlu-, iepi: ea.tativea of the different groups of dyestuff, are .-.....-4 and 
"'died. y .. ..---
IS.... Stlu... Topica iD Adnored IDorp..aic Claem.ittry. Leetures. 
Credit, one boar.J 
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S so. IntroduclolJ PbJOlco. Chemlftry. 
A. Lectures, daily, 8, Rockefeller. Credit, three bourL ASlistant Prof_ 
BRIGGS and Mr. POLLARD. A systematic presentation of modern chema) 
theory. The subject matter includes: atomic and molecular theory; gues. 
liquids, and solids: the theory of solution: colloid chemiatry and adsorptioo; 
reaction velocity. catalysis, and equilibrium in homogeneous &y'8temI; appticatiaa 
of physic:ochemicaJ principles to actual practice. 
B. Lectures, daily, 9. Rockefeller. Credit, three hours. Asaistant Profe.r 
BRIGGS and Mr. POLLARD. A continuation of Part A. The subject matter in. 
cludes the phase rule and its applications; thennochemistry; electrochemistty; 
photochemistry; application of the principles of physical chemistry to actual 
practice. 
S 51. Pli)'lical Cbemiltry Laboratory. A. Laboratory practice, daily except 
Sat., 8-1. Credit, three hours. Assistant Professor BRIGGS and Mr. POI.LAID. 
Open to those only who have taken or are taking Course So A or its equivalent. 
With the data obtained in the IaboTatory as a basis, detailed reports are written 
covering each of the following topics: calibTation of volume-measuring apparatus; 
molecular weight determination by vapor density, boiling point, and fleeting 
point methods ; vapor pressure; viscosity; distillation of liquid mixtures. 
B. LaboTatory practice, daily except Sat., 9-1. Credit, three houtS. Assist-
ant Professor BRIGGS and Mr. POLLARD. Open to those only who have taken or 
are taking Course 50 B or its equivalent. The course is a continuation of PartA. 
The following topics arc considered: dissociation; solubility; reactions; reaction 
velocity and catalysis ; indicators ; thermochemistry; diffusion;. colloids and 
adsorption; photochemical reactions : phase rule studies of inversion points; 
solid-liquid; liquid-liquid; compounds. 
S 57. Labontory Practice in Pbysical Chemistry. Credit, one to three hours. 
Laboratory periods to be arranged. Assistant Professor BRIGGS and Mr. POL-
LAIID. 
This course is designed to afford opportunity for special laboratory practice in 
physical chemistry, colloid chemistry, or electrochemistry. 
[S 65. Chemical Microscopy, Elementary. Lectures, demonstrations, and 
laboratory practice at hours to be arranged. Credit, two hours.) 
[S 66. Chemical MicfOacopy, Advanced. Laboratory practice at hours to be 
arranged. Credit, three hours.) 
S 96. Research. Credit, one to six hours. Senior chemists. and others by 
special permission, may elect research under the direction of some member of the 
staff of instruction. 
Por courses in agricultural chemistry see pages 49. SO. of this announcement. 
nRAwmG 
S 3. Mech ...... Dra'IriDg for 5e<oodaly Sc.boo... East Sibley 205. AJIist· 
ant Professor TOWNSEND. 
This course is designed for thQ6e who wish to teach mechanical <irawin&' in 
secoodary schools and for those who feel the need of a more complete kDowledct 
of this subject to assist them in teaehin& shop work. Some of the topics 00VfftII 
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II't Ide 01 iDltruments. lettering, CJrtbOcraPhic and isometric projection, inking, 
t:ncirc. conventions, aDd working drawings. Students familiar with these topics 
may elect a more advanced course. . . . 
Students should be provided WIth a set of drawing Instruments, 
aD arthitect'l ICIle, a 3O'~' and a 45' triangle. 
S 4. lI .. benk .. Dr_wiDe:. M W F, 8-11, and daily eacept Sat., 2-5. East 
Sib~ 205. Assistant Profeasor TOWNSBHD. 
A course in drawine for becinners. covering use of instruments, orthographic 
and isometric projection, jnki",. tradal, convention, working drawings. 
S 5. JlacbiD.e Sketch!nc ud Dn.wiD&. M'IV F, 8-11, and daily except, Sat .• 
2-5. East Sibley 205. Assistant Profen~r TOWNSEND. 
A more advaneed course in mechanical drawing for those who have the equiva· 
leDt of course S I. Sketching of machine parts, machine drawing from sketches. 
empirical design. This course is an application of the work in course 5 J to such 
marbine desiping as can be done without a knowledge of mechanics. 
S 6. Delcripti .... Geomeb'J'. Lectwes. daily except Sat .• 9. Recitations and 
drawiD&:. daily ezcept Sat., 10-12. Lincoln HaU. Assistant Professor POND. 
A study of the repaesentation of lines, planes, surfaces, and solids, and their 
ia.terrelatioas. Warped surlaces. Tangencies. Intersections. shades and shad. 
OWl, and perspective. Tbe work is the same as that given in the regular C.E. 
course I, aDd the student will receive (oW' credit hours if be takes the whole course . 
A three--bour course that does not include shades and shadows and perspective, 
and fuUiIls the requirements for the Mechanical Engineering students of Sibley 
CoUece wiD also be given. The latter will be given from 2-S p. m. if there are 
studeots enough to make up an estra section. The morning and afternoon 
• ions make it possible to readjust the schedule so as to accommodate nearl), 
aU who may wish to take either CO:Jrs~ . 
ECONOMICS 
TbefollotriD&ClOt,nes are designed to m:et tbe needs of three classes of students 
in the Snmmer-S! ion: (I) tbose desirinc: regular college credit for general 
eoooomies; (z) students with sped'! interests in economic subjects; (3) students 
sedf", broad pteparatioo for the teacbjoc of economics in secondary schools. 
Por the first IItJUp, Course S I covers the subject matUt usually included undeT 
el 'a~ economics. Por ComeD students Course S • satisfies the Economics 
requirement in the CoUece of Engineerinc and wiD also serve in lieu of Course SI 
M. paaequisite toadmissioo to various advanced courses in Economics. Gradu. 
ate students wWrinc to pursue special iDvestiptions will be afforded assistance by 
"'""'Joers of the Summer Se-ioo staft 01 instruction, and by other members of the 
~t « Ecoaomjcs of the Univemty who may be in residence in 
IlhIca durioc the Slimmer. 
S I. Prine". of BeN"i"_ Twice daily escept Sat .• 10 and II. G. S. 
26t. Cftdit, four boun. Prof ...... Goooatlll. 
A i**aJ iDtrocbtction to kooonciCl, coveriac the furut'menta) principles at 
...... IIId tiro dislribatMm al ....Jtb, tcpob« ";II! the ........... of ..-ey and 
.. n .... 
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S 2. Elements of Accounting. Daily except Sat •• 8. Goldwin Smith 242. 
Credit, two hoW'S. Professor ENGLISH. 
The theory. of debit and credit in double entry bookkeeping: the c1as&ification 
of accounts; the construction and use of a simple accounting system; the pre. 
paration and interpretation oC financial statements. 
A special conference for teachers will be conducted in connection with tbis 
course at an hour to be arranged. 
S 3. Corporation Finane.e. Daily except Sat., Q G. ~ 242 . Credit. 
two hours. Professor ENGLISH. 
A study of the organitation, administration, and regulation of corporations. 
Particular attention will be paid to the financial aspects of the SUbject . 
S 4. Modem Banking Systems. Credit, two hours.. Professor GOCDKUE. 
Time and place to be arranged. A comparative study of the banking systems of 
England, France, Germany, Canada, and the United States. For advanced stu-
dents only. 
EDUCATION 
Courses S I, S 2, S 3.and S 4. will be found especiaUy helpful to college graduates 
who are preparing for examinations in professional subjects as outlined in the 
New York State Syllabus and Course of Study for the renewal of the CoUege 
Graduate Certificate Limited. The State Departme'nt of Education will hold an 
official examination for such candidates at Ithaca, August 18 and 19 . 
• 
S J. EducatiooaJ Psychology. Daily except Sat., 10. G. S. 256. Credit, 
two hours. Profesmr OGDEN. 
A study of the learning process and its application to educational theory and 
practice : the original nature of man, reflex action and instinct; the acquisition 
of habits: attention, memory, association, and thinking; fatigue, individual 
differences, and social co-opera tion. The textbook used in this course wiU be 
Gordon's Educational Psye}wlogy. 
S 2. rriDciples of EducatioD. ['aHy except Sat., II. G. S. 256. Credit, 
t .. ·o hours. Profcswr RlEDIGEP . 
A study of (ducation from the sociological standpoint; the biological and 
psychological bases: the problem of aim; formal discipline ; social and personal 
objectives; the studies and their functions; the administrative cwriculurn. 
Texts: Ruediger, Principles of EdtuGlitm: and Bobbitt, The Curriewl .. ",. 
S 3. History of EducatioD. Lectures, rEcitations, and prescribed readings. 
Daily EXCept Sat., 9. G. S. 256. Credit, two hours. Professor MORSE. 
The purpOS(' of this course is to give an understanding of present educatioaal 
valut'S and practices through an historical consideration of their origin 'and 
development . Throughout the course, therefore, attempt will be made oot only 
to outline the problems and thdr solutior.s, but to correlate education with the 
life and the social, psychological. and economic conditions of the times. Only 
such theories and practices as Jatn proved them~lves influential will ht con-
sidered. 
The topics treated are to a great extent those emphasized in the syllabu!l (01 
the New York State Tcachers' Certificate; education in primitive and harharir 
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societies: Greek and Romln education; the rise of the school as an institution; 
scholasticism. humanism. and realism: the rise of science: th~ 'p~ychologi~l' 
movement; the'origin and natw-e of specifically modern tendenCles In edUcation. 
T ... bool" Gra .... S/odoIoI', Hisl4rJ of &Iv<o/' .... 
S4. Method in Tachin,. Daily except Sat., 12. G. S. 256. Credit, two 
hours. Professor RUEDIGER. 
A study of the principles underlying the teaching process in its intellectual, 
tmotiooaJ. and motor phases: the types of subject matter : development and 
didactic instruction: fixing babits, knowledge, and ideals; overcoming v!'tbalism: 
interest and effort: questioning: lesson assignment; lesson plans; class manage· 
ment. 
T ... book, Parlrer. MIIItodJ of T_l;.,;. m,l Scloool,. 
S 7. Meatal Measurements. Lectures, prescribed readings, and laboratory. 
Daily_' Sa, .• 8. G. S. '56. Laboratory. T Th. '-4-30. G. S. 248. C,cd;t. 
three hours. Mr. WAItEWAN. 
The first balf of this course furnishes a general introduction to the psychology 
and practice of mental tests. The lectures will deal with the historical develop· 
ment of tests; the principles underlying their {ormation and application; the 
single tests and the test systems; a detailed study of the principles and use of the 
Stanford Revision of the Binet·Simon Scale; a brief consideration of the me-asures 
01. central tendency, variability, and correlation; the bearing of tests upon the 
problemj of psychological theory (nature and distribution of intelligenc(', the 
correlation of abilities, etc.). The laboratory work is intended to give practice in 
.dministering tests, both to individuals and to groups, 
The second baH of the course will consider the use of the tests in schools for 
the diagnosis of defective and exceptional abilities; the causes, frequ('Jlcy, and 
O(I! ocqueoces of mental deficiency; the social and educational treatm('nt of 
defective. delinquent, retarded, superior, and psychopathic childrcn, 
Textbooks: Terman, Tile Jlt4SW,tml'fIl oj ItJleUi,nta, Woodrow, Brilil-
IlUS tJfId D.uaus •• CJtiJdleri. 
Laboratory Manualo Whipple. JI .. ooIof M<oI4l.1Ill PAysUoJ Tuts. \'01. I. 
S 9. AdftDCed WOrlr: in Educatioa. Hours and credits to be arranged. 
G. S. 248. Prof or OGDEN and the other members of the staff. 
A~a praequisite for this course one of the courses S 2, S J. or S 7, or an cquiva-
Ieot, ts nece SIIy. The work may consist either of essays and reports upon some 
special ~ic, or of laboratory practice of an advanced grade, :\ seminary will 
be beld if application is made by a sufficient numbtr of advanced students. 
TRAIlmI'G COURSE FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINERS 
By. reoeat Iecislative enactmen.t of the Slate of !'\ew York. special classes for 
defective cbildreo. must be formed whenever ten or more such cases are found in 
IDf ICbooI diataict. A similar taw is operative in New Jersey, and like require-
ments are being m'de ill other slates, Not only is there a considerable conse. 
~t cJemaad for teachers traioed in the examination and instruction of defect.-
.... but ~ the iDea··';ne reoocn\tioo of the estent and importance of individual 
m eadowment. there is iacrasirc recoenitioo of the usefulness of 
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familiarity with the methods and i!lteipietation of psycbological exlmjnatioaa, 
not only for the mentally backward and subnormal, but also for the normal and 
supernonnat, and in other fields than that of education, 
To assist in meeting these various needs, the departments of Education aod 
Psychology call special attention to courses in Introductory, Ezpeaimental, and 
Educational Psychology, and to the course in Mental Measurements. The 
latter has been expanded to give a thorough training in administration of testa. 
and in the evaluation and application of results. Students who wish to enter thiI 
course with a view to educational and field service, are advised to register (or such 
additional courses in Psychology as may be helpful in providing an adequate 
understanding of psychological principles and methods of investigation. Advice 
in the selection of courses with regard to the individual needs of the student may 
be had by consulting Professor R. M. Ogden, Goldwin Smith Hall 246, either in 
person or by Jetter. 
ENGLISH 
Courses S I and S 2 taken together will be considered the equivalent of the 
first term of course 1 in the regular University session. 
Courses in brackets are not given in the summer of J92J, but may be expected 
in the summer of 1922. 
5 I. CompoaitioD. Daily except Sat., 8. G. S. J56. Credit. two hOW'&. 
Dr. HEBEL. 
A practical drill intended for those who lack proficiency in writing: di.scussioa 
of the elements and fonns of discourse; frequent exercises, mainly expository; 
personal conferences at hours to be appointed. 
S 2. Introductory Course in Literature. Daily except Sat., 9. G. S. 164. 
Credit, two hours. Dr. HEBEL . 
Primarily a study of five of The Idylls of the King: The Coming of Arthur, 
Lancelot and Elaine, The Holy Grail, Guinevere, and The Passing of Arthur: 
and of the first, fifth, sixth, and seventh books of The Ring and the Book; and 
supplementary reading in Tennyson and Browning. 
S 4. Advueed Composition. Daily except Sat., 11 : G. S. 164. Credit, 
two bours. Professor STRUNK. 
The planning, writing. and aiticism of essays and of other exercises in coml»' 
sition, accompanied by a study of general principles of writing and of questions of 
English usage. The work of the class will be supplemented by personal con· 
ferences. Open only to students who have had course S I or its equivalent. 
S 5. Teachers' Course. Daily except Sat., 10. G. S. 1S6. Credit. two 
hours. Professor NORTHUP. 
Lectures, readings, reports, and discussions. Designed for those who are 
teaching: or who expect to teach English in schools. The organizatioo of the higb 
school course in English: methods of treating the works named by the Conference 
on Unifonn Entrance Requirements in English: the teaching of literature in 
general: supplementary reading for pupils and teacher; ~e use of the school 
library and the public lib.ary; stage productions; the place of JanCuace and 
crammar in the high school; problema of oral aad written compositioD.: the 
relation of composition to literature and to other subjects in the curriculum. 
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[S 6. RiD._do COIlIutJ PoeIrJ. Daily except Sat., 8. G. S. 160. Credit, 
two_ 
A ltudy aI the poetry ol Wordsworth and of Coleridse.J 
S 7. IfIutllAtb CeDtwy Poetry. Daily except S3.t., ft. G. S. 156. Credit, 
two bOUl$. Prafe.r SAlIrsON. 
A study and discussion of the most important poems of Byron, Shelley. and 
Keats. (S'. Modem l'IiJ... Dally eseept Sat., II. G, S. 164. Credit, two hours. 
The nAture of proee. and the principln of structure and style ; essays and 
estra.ct from the works of Stevenson, Pater, Ruskin, and Newman, or other 
raiDeteeath-cellitury English authors.) 
[S 9. IIlatory of the IIDllloh D...... Daily except Sat., 9· G. S. 160. 
Credit, two hours. 
An historical survey of the English drama from its origin to the close of the 
Eliubetban period. with a reading of typical plays.J 
S 10. Sh.ktepeare. Daily excrpt Sat ., 9 . G. S. IS6. Credit, two hours. 
Proles&Or Snv}(lI:. . 
A atudy of • limited number of tragedies-including Hamlet and Macbeth, 
rtquiud by the Collect Entrance Eu.mination Board-with stress upon the art 
aI Shakespean! as • playwricbt. 
S II. AmeriColll Literature. Daily ~x~t Sat., U . G, S. 156. Credit, two 
boars. Professor NORTHUP. 
A ulady 01 the American po:ts of the nineteenth century with partiCUlaT 
attaltion to Bryant, Poe, Whittier, L.oncfellow, Lowell, Holmes, and Emerson. 
Text: Pace, C'*f A-w... Pods. 
S 12. YJCtoriu Literature. Daily except Sat., U . G. s . 164. Credit, two 
hours. Profeuor Q..AIIlE. 
Lo:=tures. nwtinp, r~poi t.s, and di"'wssions of the leading characteristics and 
literary tendencies of the nineteenth century; the literary Tdlection of social 
che.,es; the re1atioo. of science and politia to literature: illustrative reamn" i:1 
the WUlb of Teanysoo, Browning, AmoId, (touch, Swinburne , Morris, RO&&etti, 
with a &lanoe at the ooveliatl and esayilts. 
This course does not cover the pound of course S 2. 
IS 13. n. haHlb )fonl. Daily except Sat., U. G. S. 164. Credit, two 
b •• 1IL 
A ~ bioI<IricaI ourvey ol the novel in Enelisb is followed by detailed study 
IDd dJlO""OIl of the oovelist& 01 the nineteenth century. This coune may 
.,:'.Ny IUppJanmt course S I~ .l 
S.4- _at a Drama. Daily escept Sat., 10. G. S. 160. Credit. two 
hota.. Prat Jit SAIIPSOIf. 
Ir .. li"l ODd _ ol clww:teristic plays ol some 01. the mono imponant 
"" .. dr ... ti:&~ Jbeeo, StrindberJ, Bj6(f'DIDI], Tchekhov, Shaw, Galnorthy. 
aDd;' ali "O·1aatioaoltbt~ a theatre; Cl.UTf:ntthe6i·aoldraml 
IS 15· Db' _Ie ~nacto lie Sbw:t..... Daily ""'"Pt Sat., 10. G. S. 160. C.-lit,_ 
.... L 
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An advanced course designed for those who have completed two or more 
college courses in English, or whose reading serves as an equivalent for freshman 
and sophomore work. 
A study of the principles of dramatic construction, based upon Greek, Eliza-
bethan, and modern drama. Reading of about thirty representative plays.1 
S 16. The Englisb Language. Daily except Sat., 9. G., S. 162. Credit, 
two hours. Assistant Professor MONROE. 
A study of essential features in the growth and development of tbe mother-
tongue. Among the topics considered are: language and grammar in general; 
some misconceptions about the life of language; the relationships of English; 
phonetics, with practical exercises; the English vocabulary; inflections; native 
resources and foreign influences; modern English grammar; syntax; disputed 
usages; the bearing of historical grammar on present forms and usages, spoken 
and written. 
Recitations, lectures, collateral reading. The course does not require previous 
knowledge of Old or Middle English. 
S 17. R.ecent English Poetry. 
two hours. Professor CLARKE. 
Daily except Sat., 10. G. S. 164. Credit, 
• 
A critical study of the poetical work of Robert Bridges, Rudyard Kipling, 
\Y . B. Yeats, Thomas Hardy, Sir William Watson, Sir Henry Newhalt, John 
Mascfield, Alfred Noyes, W. W. Gibson, and Francis Ledwidge. Consideration 
of othcr contemporary work. including the "new poetry" and the poetry of the 
War. 
S 18. Old English. Daily except Sat., II. G. S. 162. Credit, _two hours. 
Assistant Professor MONROE. "; 
This course is intended for students who, lacking the opportunity hitherto, 
now wish by earnest effort to acquire some knowledge of English in itsearly form. 
Lessons in grammar are followed as soon as possible by the reading of easy prose 
of the time of Alfred the Great. 
The course may be taken by undergraduates; and, with additional reading, 
by graduates as a part of their work for the master's degree. The time of meeting 
may be changed to suit the convenience of the class. 
(S 19. Literuy Criticism.. Daily except Sat., 10. G. S. 164. Credit, two 
hours. 
The principles of literary art, studied in connEction with masterpieces from 
ancient and J1lodcrn poets.) 
Middle English Litenture. For graduates only. Hours and room to be 
arranged. Professor NORTHUP. 
A study of some of the leading tendencies in late Middle English literature. 
The special topic (or this session will be the lile and works of Chaucer. 
Criticism of the Drama. A study of Aristotle's PodUs, Sidney's Deima, and 
Dryden's EsSGy of Dr4mllli& Pouy. with reading o( illustrative plays, including 
Greek plays in translation. Discussions and. reports. Open to graduates only. 
Two afternoon hours a week, time to be ananged. Preliminary meeting, Monday, 
July 11.3 p. m. G. S. 160. Profeseor STlliNk. 
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DJUitrated Spedll AIlDouncemeoL A special announcement with many 
photographic iUustrationsshowing typical features of the Cornell environment and 
tht work of excursion classes in the field is published for the department and may 
be had post·free on application to the Secretary of the Summer Session. The 
text of this JpeCiaI announcement is devoted largely to an explanation of the 
advantages of the Cornell region for outdoor study of both geography and geolOgy. 
As the lPecial announcement was issued in 1914. it should be noted that there are 
changes in the courses for 1921 as listed in the following paragraphs. 
Iquipment aDd PutpoIe. The lecture rooms and lahoratories arc in McGraw 
Hall. It is the purpose in this department to meet, primarily. the needs of 
talchers in grammar schools, high schools, normal schools, and ooll('g(,5. A second 
aim is to provide courses of practical and cultural value to college students. The 
work embraces lectures, laboratory, and field instruction in physical and industrial 
CEOCiaphy, aDd in the elements of geology; also educational mcthods ingrography. 
The environs of Cornell University are rich in phenomena of geographic and 
geologic interest. Field excursions, consequently, arc made an espCC'ially import. 
aDt part of the work of this department in the Summer Session. 
The laboratories are well equipped ",.jth apparatus and iIIustrativc material 
for instruction. This material includes teaching and fef('Tence collections of 
minerals, rocks, fossils, map.s, photORTaphs, models, and more than five thousand 
lantern slides. 
For entrance credit (U unit) in physical geography, a student is required 
to attend, complete all required work, and pass the (·xa.minations in courses 
S I, S 8, aDd S 10. 
LECTURE COURSES IN GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 
S J. PIlJlical Geopaplly. Oail}' except Sat., 9. Lecture room, ~lcGra ... 
1Iall, first &or, south end. Assistant Professor WILLIAMS. Credit, two houn. 
An introductory course in physical geography including the continents and the 
atmosphere; theories of the origin of the earth : its motions and their conse. 
quences; the growth of the continents; the uplift and denudation of the land; 
the work of the atm.,sphere, ground water, streams, and glaciers; the glaciation 
of .N~ America; the influence of ceoeiaphical environment upon plant and 
animal life aDd mao's response to his physical sUrTOUndings. 
The lectures in physical geography are fully illustrated by lantern slides, _'aU 
and globe maps. Students recistering in this course are advised to take also 
tho .. lated ClOIInes S 8 and S '0, and if posoible S s. 
S~. C-mm:ial....s Iodaolrial GoopapbJ. Daily .seept Sat., ••. c.o. 
craPbic:al .Lecture Room. Mr. MILLER. Credit, two hours. 
The COGi. will COGIUt of lectures. readings, diIcus:aions, and a mtten report 
00 a ~ topic •• Conli~t.ioo will be given such topics as transportation, 
_bic Iaot.n id_ the d .. eIop....,' 01 industry, comrnelU, and 
aatural .eeowc:a.. The fund-mental priaciples of. commerce aDd industry will 
be deftIoped by the otwIy 01 • few c:ommerciaI commodities, their manufacture 
IIId diocrihatioo, tcpthet .nih a f .... ol.be world', , ... ,,_ciaI biehnY'. Tbe 
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course will be helpful to grade and higb school teachers. Smith's c.."",,,_ 
Ind .. ,t" or his Industrial ON CommerctaJ GIller""" and his World', ,_ 
RestlUrul will be useful. 
S 3. The Teathinc of Geography. Daily ezcept Sat., 8. Physical Ge0-
graphy Laboratory. Mr. MILLBR. Credit, two hours. 
The COurse will consist of lectures and discussions dealing with the essentials 
of modem geography and criteria for their determination; the aims to be accom-
plished in teaching geography in the grades and the high school ; reasons for the 
ineffectiveness of much geography teaching; where to place the empbaais in 
teaching a given subject: consideration of the project-problem and type-study 
methods of teaching: geography tests; the use of supp~ementary materiala; 
essential geography equipment, etc. 
S 4. MathematiCal Geograpby. Daily except Sat., 12. Geological Lecture 
Room. Assistant Professor WILLIAMS. Credit, two hours. 
A consideration of the shape and motions of the earth; the relation of the 
earth to other bodies of the heavens; results of earth's shape and motions; Jatj. 
tude and longitude; standard time; the inclination of earth's axis and relation to 
light, heat, zones, and seasons; the effect of the earth's motions on bydrolphere 
and atmosphere; anr! the direct and indirect influences of these on man's 
activity . 
S S. Geology. A General Introductory Course. Daily except Sat., 10. 
Geological Lecture Room. Assistant Professor ELSTON. Credit, two hours. 
Among the topics discussed are: origin of the earth: geological evolution of 
continents and ocean basins, the significance, areal distribution, and structural 
features of the great rock groups, as wen as the forces modifying them; vuka";,",. 
earthquakes, and similar phenomena: development of the life of the earth. 
The lectures will be iIIustra~ed with lantern slides, models, maps. and specimens. 
Students registering for this course are urged to take the laboratory course S 9 
and, if possib\e. course S 10. 
S 6. Mineral Resource.. Daily except Sat., I~. Credit, two hours. 
Assistant Professor ELSTON. 
A general course descriptive of the more important mineral resources of the 
Uoited States. with briefer reference to commercially important foreign resources. 
Among the topics discussed are: distribution, uses. manufacture, productioo by 
countries. commercial interdependence. 
LABORATORY AND EXCURSION COURSES Il'I BOTH 
GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 
S 8. PbysJw Geocraphy, Laboratory C-. T Th, 2-4. Pbysical 
Geography Laboratories. Credit, one bour. Mr. CAlLS:)". 
The members 01 this class will make • systematic &tudy 01 the physqnphic 
regions. of the United States using contour maps. models, aDd. the expeaimeotal 
l.boRtory 01 the department in • laboratory study of the subject. By .. c:h &tudy 
of the topocTapbic. ~onaI, and life reJatioDabipa (burnen , animel, aod pJaot) the 
'ecJClapby 01 the United S ..... will be co"eIated IU>d p", ... ted ~ an orderly 
wbole. The course will prove 01 worth to grade I_en olgecJClapby - .- . 
GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY ., 
to obtain • broader bail for their work in the subject as well as for those who 
expect to teach _ .. phy in the high ochoal •. 
A laboratory fee of '1 must be paid to the Treasurer at the beginning of the 
.-ioa. to cover laboratory maintenance. 
S 9. G.aloI1.ta .... tIDr)' Coone. W F. '-4· General Geology Laboratory. 
Credit,onebour. Mr. CARLSON. 
This course is designed to supplement course S S. A study will be made of the 
more common structural phenomena; of the inteipietation and uses of geological 
maps: of characteriJtic life forms developed in different geologic periods; and of 
the more common rocks and minerals. Short field excursions will be made to 
collect both rock specimens and fossils. 
A laboratory fee of $1 must be paid to the Treasurer at the beginning of the 
sevi<m to cover laboratory maintenance. 
S 10. Geop'apliy ud OeoloC7, 'ield Coune. This course should be elected 
by aU those registering in Course S I or S S and is required of all those who desire 
entrance credit in physical geography. With courses S I and S 8 it affords a com-
prebeaaive course in pbysical geo&iaphy; with courses S S and S 9 it will give a 
pmiJ.rfy broad tnjning in elementary pology, as the dynamic phases of geology 
are empbe,,;'ed on the exeunions. Mimqlaphed outlines of the excursions are 
to be """"" by eocb stud .. t desiria& credit. 
Studeots not recistered in the course or department are invited to attend these 
excursiou but must conform to the diftctions of tbose in charge. Those desiring 
Uoiwnity or entrance credit must take field notes and hand in written reports. 
Excunions J, 2, 3. S, 6 are required of aU students in the course, and in addition 
for c.le hoW", Cftdit they must make either 10. or two of 7. 8, and II. 
MeetiDe place and time a~ in mimeograpbed outlines or by bulletin. 
Meet b first ezeursioD, Monday, July II, at East Ithaca Station. 2.00 p. m. 
Bzan:ioas I~, MondayaftaoooDS; 7. 8, u, all day Saturday: 10 starts on 
Saturday. 00 the ezausioos to wbich a COlt is attached persons wishing to Co 
must register at the department and secure ticlcet, in advance of the date of the 
trip. 
The ioD&<r e.cursioos will be uuda- the a-aI charge 01 Professor ELSTON. 
with IIIe _tioD and usistuco of the other memben 01 the instructing .Wl. 
0. IIIe excunioGs Itopo will be mode .. points of in_to "",lanationa mad •• 
questions .'W. aDd diJcusaioq invited. 
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cementation. An intimate view of one of the large gorges and ita especial featurtl, 
particularly Ithaca Falls. July 18. 
3· Shore of Cayuga Lake. To study shore line phenomena, joint plana., 
bedding, and stalactite formation. A walk for several miles along the east shore 
of the Lake. Probably a return by troney. July 2,;. 
5· Terminal Moraine. North Spencer. By train or auto-truck. To study 
a massive morainic loop, the basin in" which the former ice tongue rested, and the 
outwash deposits and overflow channels to the south. Truncated valley sides 
due to Jl:lacial erosion. The most striking examples of glacial phenomena in the 
Cornell region. August I. 
6. SiI: Mile Creek. To study the effect of glaciation on a stream course. 
Relations to water supply and power development. A climb into and walk 
through one of the gorges in Six M He Creek and an interpretation of its oompli. 
catro physiographic history. August 8. 
All-Day Excursions 
7. Taugbannock Gorge and FaUs. By auto-truck. To study the Inlet 
Plain, its reclamation, the Barge Canal terminal, the position and succession of the 
Devonian strata along the lake shore and the deep gorge and falls of Taughanr:ock. 
A sail along the west shore of the 1e.ke and a walk through the great gorge to 
Taughannock Falls, one of the highest straight falls east of the Rockies. Lunch-
con at the foot of the falls. july 16. 
8. En1ield Gorge ud FaUs; ud Connecticut Hill. By auto-truck. To 
study the relations of preglacial and hanging valleys and the postglacial and mter · 
glacial gorges, their origin and features. joint plane guidance of stream courses. 
A ride to the head of the gorge, climb through ~t .to the crest of Lucifer Falls. 
Enfield is perhaps the most picturesque and wildest . of the gorges in the Cornell 
region. In the afternoon, a ride to the top of Connecticut Hill, the highest f.o\nt 
in the region. july 13. 
. LoDger Excursio~ 
10. Ifiacara Palla ud Gorge. By train and trolley cars, if railroad conditions ' 
permit. Overnight at ~iagara Falls. July 30. Open to all students in the· 
Summer Session. 
All the important scenic features of Niagara Falls and Gorge are visited and 
their physiographic'history interpreted. As a whole tbese pheoomena constitute 
a striking record of some of the most interestin&. chapters in the geologic and 
physiographic history of North" Amenca. Before the trip a special meeti,og of 
those interested will be held in the Physical Geograpby Laboratory, when the 
relations o! the .different places win be esplained and illustrated by. a Iarge.soa!e 
relief model of the :\ iagara region. Students are advised to send to Director 
U. S. GeoJog;ca1 Survey, Washington, D. C., for. copy of Niagara Folio. No. 190, 
in octavo form; cost SC, in coin or money order. 
II. Watkins Glen. By auto-truck. August 6. Open to all students in the 
Summer Sessioo. 
GOVERNMENT '7 
Watkins Glen is considered one of the most beautiful scenic spots in the 
country. It has been secured for a state park by New York and al1 parts of it 
madeaccessib1e. The excursion party will study the gorge, its pot holes and falls 
in detail; and consider its relations to the Seneca Lake valley in comparison with 
the conditions at Ithaca as related to the Cayuga valley. Ride across the dis--
sected upland country to the south and WE$t between Ithaca and Watkins. 
GERMAN 
S I. Fint Year German. Oral training, grammar, composition, reading. 
Daily except Sat., 8 and 12. G. S. 183. Professor Pore, Credit, four hours. 
Entrance credit, one unit. 
This course aHords an opportunity (or those who have had no German to 
acquire a practical working vocabu1aty, to master the essentials of grammar, to 
leam to read easy Gennan. and to begin conversational work in the language. As 
fir as possible the language of the class room will be German. After successfully 
c:ompJeting this CO\lJ'Se, students can, by supplementary reading during the sum-
mer, prepare themselves for the fall entrance examination in second year German. 
S 2. Second Year German. Oral training, grammar, composition, r('ading. 
Daily except Sat., 8 and 12. G. S. '77. Dr. ZEVDEL. Credit, four hours. 
Entrance credit, one unit (second unit). 
Pldequisite: one year of high school German or its equivalent. 
S 3. Third Year German. Oral training, grammar. composition. reading. 
DIiIy ezoept Sat., 8 and 12. G. S. 190. Professor BOES(:HE. Credit, four hours. 
Entrance credit, one unit (third unit). 
Pteaequisite: two years of high school German or its equivalent. 
S .. Lyric ad B·n,d Poetry. Daily exC<'pt Sat .• 9. G. S. '17. Credit, 
two hours. 'Professor Pon. 
The development of Gennan lyric poetry from the ~Iiddle High German 
period to the prescot. Especial attention given to a literary auoreciation of 
modem lyrics and ballads. Some time will be cJhooted to a study of German: 
lyrics and ballads in the settines of modern German composers. 
. ~_~ ~eediDp. I.n~ptelati,-:e. readings from modem German literatute" 
~t>e liven OIl ThUrsday ~enings at8 o'clock in G .. S. 190 ~y. Professor BOESCBE • 
. _. " 
• • ~ l. ~_m",!<·" . .GoYemmeat. paily ~i SaL. 9 .. g .. S.,227. Credit. two 
houri. Profa s cq BROOK'S. ' 
. . ~ organiu.tioa. and activities of the government of the United States. 
~ tHe fedmll. c:ommonwea1t~:". local, aNt muruCipal sYstems. Attention 
~~ cwen _~ the ~~t of '~ ~.encies and to the position of tbe 
tmci. 5~1a In I ....... allaus. This coune IS m~ed especially lor teacl>en of 
. . .. , 
. -... . '. 
G .5 ~;,. ~. PoIJ'k"I Putioo· ..... I'Ir\J·PrnNem. 
. s....,. CrecIil, t .... bouts. I'rolaBor BlOO ... Daily' uc.ept SaLt 10 • 
; .. "., • • .. • 
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A study of the growth, organization, aims, and methodJ of political parties 
in the United States. with particular reference to the primary and COD'9entioa 
systems, financing of parties, and proposed reforms, especially civil service reform, 
the short ballot, proportional representation, the initiative, referendum, and 
recall. 
HISTORY 
S I. Greek and RollWl Hiltory. Daily except Sat., II. G. S. 134. Pr0-
fessor ScHMIDT. 
A survey of the history of the Greeks from the earliest times to Aucustus, and 
of the Romans to the fall of the Empire. Lectures, collateral reading, and 
examinations. 
S 2. Oriental History. Daily except Sat., 12. G. S. 134. Professor 
ScHMIDT. 
A survey of the history of the ancient Egyptian, Babylonian, Assyrian, Medo-
Persian, Hittite, and Aegean civilizations. LectW"eS, collateral reading. and 
examinations. 
(S 3. Modem European History. The History of Europe since I8IS.) 
Not given in 1921. 
(S 4. The French Revolution.) Not given in 1921 . 
S 5. Modem European mltory. Daily except Sat., 10. G. S. 242. Credit, 
two hours. Professor BECKER. 
The history of Europe from the sixteenth century to ISIS. 
S 6. The Napolto:lic Era. Daily except Sat., II. G. S. 242. Credit, two 
hours. Professor BECKER. 
The history of the rise and fall of the Napoleonic Empire in Europe, 17w-18 •. ~. 
S 9. AmeriC&ll matory. Constitutional Problems. Daily except Sat., S. 
G. S. 234. Crtdit, two hours. Professor BRETZ. 
A survey of the more important constitutional problems since the establish. 
ment of the Federal government. Special attention is paid to oonstitutioul 
questions of the present and to their historical background. Amoac the topics 
discussed are the power of the courts to declare legislation unconstitutio1la1 and 
the problems arising from the exercise of that power; the amendment of coosti. 
tutions. state and federal, with special reference to proposed amendments; citi&en· 
ship and naturalization; the interpretation of the fourteenth and. 6fteeDth 
amendments; problems arisinc from our inslI1lar poeS! w; treaty~ .... kiDa: 
and other matters of cun-ent significance. 
The reading and discussion of special assignments will constitute the work of 
the course. 
S '0. Americu 1lil1oI)'. The Middle Period, .8'5-.8sa. Dally euep. 
Sat .• 10. G. S. 234. Credit, two hours. Prolessor BIEtz. 
A general treatmeDt of the period iodicated above. With the emphp- upoa 
expansion and upon the mal conditions reaultiDc hom the occupation m. the 
Mi.iwippi Valley. Att.eDtion will be paid to the development of political partieI 
aDd pony pN<tioes. The .... k will <OII5ist oIle<tures, discwoioaI, and •• w = 
radi.... The tat uaed ill C. R. Pish, n. Dcwl~ .... , tI/ A~ 
LATIN 
Amtrkla HiIferJ. SemiDuJ. Sat., 9-11. For students quaIifiaJ (or 
resear<h. CoNuII Profeeoor BaaTz. G. S. '35 . 
• [S II . AmtricaA IIlItory. The Period of Civil War ud RecODltruc:tioa, 
1146-1875. 
Spec:ia1 attention iI riven to new historical literature, biographies, memoirs, 
and publisbed source material: The problems of the decade before the war. of 
the war, and of reooutruction are treated in the light of the present. The 
controversy over slavery is followed to its conclusion and attention is paid to the 
bew national aDd industriallile creatrd by the w~r. The problems of reconstruc-
tion and tbe political results of the policy of reoonstruction are discussed in some 
detail.1 Not liven in 1921. 
(S 12. Ameritu RiItorJ. The expansion of the United States aCTOSS the 
AJlegbany Mouotaios. 17~1848. 
This course deals wit.h the uploration of the trans-Alleghany country, the 
movement of population into the West, Indian wars and relations with foreign 
powers 011 &he frontier, territorial acquisitions, land policy, industrial development 
(J{ typical oonunUDities, and in general with the social life of the nc\\' communities 
between the AJlegbanies aDd the Mississippi. The plan is to supplement. in some 
detail the customary treatment of American History and to emphasize the 
characteristic features of westward expansion. I Not given in 1921 . 
• S 17. CoatemJIotuJ IllatorJ and its teaching in the serondary schools. 
Daily ezcept Sat .• 8. G. S. 264. Credit, two hours. Professor HlCkIfAPi. 
This course deals with the history of Europe since the war. The topics 
Itudied are tbe Peace Truty; the conferences of the premiers: the conferences 
oftbeamt.sudors; the League of Nations ; England; Prance; Italy; Germany: 
Austria: Hungv)'; Czechoslovakia; JugoslovaJ.:ia; and Poland. Both in 
method and in content the oourse will be useful to teachers in secondary schools, 
ttpeci.Jly IUCb. as teach the courses in world history prescribed by the new 
history syllabus of the University of t.he State of New York. 
LATIK 
The c:oursts in Latin oft'ert'd during the SummtT Session are primarily intended 
for: 
I. tr.cben of Latin in secondary schools who desire: an independent pre. 
_tation 0( the Latin 1aDcuace. its history. its development. and its use as a 
mIIoquiaI1ancuace aad AI a means of artistic literary expression; 
2. Ibldeau who have a C'OIIsiderabJe familiarity 'With Latin literature and 
who desire a c:oune DOt un"'" civeD in the I.ndesgraduate curriculum; 
3- students who are becUminc or are OObtinuing their candidacy for the ~·.d!lia. 
S I. 'lire 0.. ..... 01 Cicero. Daily _I Sol .• 8. G. S. 120. CRcJjI • 
.......... Mr.bnu. 
Priua;]y iIIl""<Ied for tach .... of Latin ill secondary ochooIs; the 0001.." 
.II1II doe biotorieaJ .. ttiJc of the _bono apinst CatiJine with deta;led ill ....... 
- 0( - of ~ _tioat IIId • mort rapid r<admc of the others; syDtu IIId 
IJIdaCticaI teal IdocY in the preparatory ....... 
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S 3. Elementary Latin COmpolltloD, Syntu, ProDIIDc::iatioA, etc. Practical 
exercises and drill. Primarily for teachers that feel the need of careful review 
for the work of their classes. Daily except Sat., II . 6.. S. 120. Credit, two 
hoW's. Professor DURHAM and Mr. REBERT. 
The interpretative part of course S I along- with course S 2 may be taken by 
students that have not completed the usual entrance requirements, and in this 
way, credit (or one unit in entrance Latin may be secured. 
S 3. Advanced Latin Composition tJld Oral Latin. Daily except Sat., 9. 
G. S. 128. Credit, two hours. Professor DURHAM and Mr. REBERT. 
S 4. Tacitus: Agricola, Histories, Annals. Selections from Tacitus with 
particular reference to his literary style. Primarily for graduate students, can-
didates for the Master's degree; qualified students not candidates foranadvanced 
degree will also be admitted. Daily except Sat., 10. G , S. 128. Credit, two 
hours. Professor DURHAM. 
Those who wish to begin their candidacy for the degree of Master of Arts are 
requested to correspond in advance with Professor Durham and to bring with them 
at the opening of the Summer Session £uch credentials of undergraduate work 
leading to the degTec A.B. as wilt entitle them to admission to the Graduate 
School. 
MATHEMATICS • 
In addition to the courses noted below, each teacher will have a daily office 
hour for consultation with students. It is urged that this opportunity be utilized 
by atl concerned. 
In the following list, courses S I to S 7 (2) are the equivalent of those having 
the same numbers in the Announcement of the Cotlege of Arts and Sciences for 
1920-1921. 
Courses S I, S 2, S 3 arc planned for those teachers in the semndary schools who 
wish to review these subjects. They are equivalent to the advanced entrance 
requirements of Cornell University and of the College Entrance Examination 
Board. They presuppose a ready knowledge of elementary algebra (through 
quadratic equations} and of plane geometry. University credit for S I, S 2, S 3, 
S 4, three bours each. 
S I. Solid Geometry. Daily, II. White 27. Professor SUARPE (Office 
hour, 9. White 29). White 28. Mr. MORSE (Office hour, 9, White 29). 
S 2. AdvlJlced Algebra. Daily, 9. Mlite 24. Professor SNYDER (Office 
hour, II, White 26). Mlite 6. Assistant Professor H URWITZ (Office hour, 10. 
White 8). White 2. Assistant Professor CRAIG (Office hour, II, White 4). 
S 3. Trigonometry. Daily, 10. White 2]. Professor SHARPE (Office 
hour 9, White 29). White 28. Mr. MORSE (Office hour. 9. White 29)· 
S 4 . ADatJ1:ic Geometry. Daily. 10. White 1. Assistant Professor CWG 
{Office hour. 11, White 4). 
Students taking S 5 or S 7 (2) are r£quested to take no other University work. 
during the session without special permission. 
University credit for S 5, S 7 (2), five hours each. 
• 
MECHANICS OF ENGINEERING JI 
5S. Dilereatial Caleulul. Daily. 8 and II. White 9. Mr. VANDIVER 
(08i<:e hour. 10. White II). White 28. Dr. RBBD. (Office hour, 10, White 29). 
White '0. Assistant Professor C.UVBR (Office hour, 9, White u). 
S 7 (2). Dilereo.tialand Integral Calculu. (Second term's work of Course 7). 
Daily, 8 and II. White 2. Assistant Professor OWENS (Office hour, 10, White 4). 
Advuced COUlSes 
562. Projectift Geometry. Daily. 10. White 24. Credit, three hours. 
Professor SNYDER (Office hour, II, White 26). The principles underlying pro-
jective forms of the fint and second degrees will be developed. Although no 
knowledge of mathematics beyond plane geometry wiU be presupposed, additional 
tnioing is highly desirable. 
S ",. ADaJ,fIis. Daily, II. White 6. Credit, thrcc hours. Assistant 
Professor HuaWtTZ (Office how, 10, White 8). A knowledge of the calculus is 
presupposed. The oontent of the course will vary from year to year, accord-
jag to the needs aod desires of the students. Correspondence from possible 
applicants for the course will be welcome. The subjects to be treated will 
p:a.enlIy be selected. from the following list: elementary differential equations. 
theory of algebraic equations, theory of limits and logical foundations of the 
ca'Ci.!uS, theory of point-sets, infinite series. theory of functions of a complcK 
variable. 
Reading ud Research Counes 
In addition to the preceding courses, the teachers of ma.thematics offer the 
following opportunities to graduate students. Instruction will consist of con-
ferences by appointment, direction of reading. and proposing definite problems 
for research. 
Al(ebraic carvel and Iu:rfaCes. Problems in correspondence and bitational 
transformations. Professor SNYDBR. 
Applied matbematics_ Problems in Hydrodynamics. Heat, Electricity, and 
Elasticity. Professor SHARPE. 
JoaadatioDl of ceometry and problems iD lyathetic ceometry. Assistant 
Professors c.u.\"5.R and OWENS. 
~ aaalJIi,I. Problems ia the theory of functions, differential equations, 
IIId mtegral equations. Assistant Professor HURWITZ. 
~ 01 • complea nliable. Assistant Professor CRAIG. 
MBCaunCSOPEBGDmEUNG 
S 20. 11 .... _ This ooune is the equivalent of ~( 5 of Sibley College or 
C. B. 20 ~ ~ C>D ce of Civil Engioeeri.oc. PI eJ equisitt', integral calculus. 
Bleveu rea.tati .... and two oornpu.tiac periods (0( two and a half hours each) a 
we .Ie Rec:itatioas in two ne';"" .. either 8 and II. or 9 aod u. Computing 
plliodo to be amu>ced. Credit, five hours. 
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S 21 . MechaDiCi. This COUfR is the equivalent of M 6 of Sibley CoUep. 
C. E. 2'1 of the College of Civil Engineerinl. Prerequilite,. the equiv,eJeat of 
S 20. Eleven recitations and two computing periods a week. Recitatiou is 
two S{:ctions. either 8 and II, or 9 and 12. Computing periods to be arranced. 
Credit, five hours. 
The two courses S 20 and S 2 I are so arranged. as not to conflict. Students 
may therefore take part of S 20 and part of S 21 at the same time, and thus make 
up almost any deficiency in Mechanics. 
A student taking either course for the first time may not take anyother-work, 
unJess permission to do so is granted him by the instructor in charge or by the class 
adviser of his college. 
The courses are open to students from other universities subject to the same 
requirements for admission as are made for Cornell studeots. Such studeota 
should bring with them official credentials from their universities showing that 
they have met the requirements for admission to the courses in question. 
aasses arc held in Lincoln Hall. See bulletin board, north end of Main Han, 
at opening of Summer Session. Office room, 3Ja. Assistant Professors REtTGU, 
SWITZER, and CORNELL, and Mr. HOWELL. 
For further information concerning the Mechanics of Engineering, for the 
coming Summer Session, write to Professor E. W. Rettger, 321 Mitchell Street, 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
MUSIC 
The courses offered by the Department of Music are primarily intended for the 
training of supervisors of music in public schools, normal schools, and colleces. 
A special course is offered for the training of directors of instrumental music in the 
schools. 
The Department also offers normal courses for piano teachers. Exceptional 
advantages for the study of voice, piano, organ, theory, and eurhythmics are 
aWorded to students who desire to spc:cialize in one or more of these branches. 
SI.dt1tls d,e dd".attd 10 lire DejHJ"fnenl of Music DfIly tm GPi'lictJIWn 10 Pro-
fessD1' HoUts Dd''''. Coruluions oJ tJdmisslml, dPP/ictJlitm blad, dJld oIm ifnPO,1411l 
i"forMCI/lmI COfIUr1ftff, tire courses mlSy be ftIM";' in lA, spuial anfftIMftCtMftIl 11/ 
'''~ D,po,IMt1tl, which v;iJJ bt sent tm afJpJiaJlw.. 
Ad".i.ssiotl of sl"'",IS I" oIher de/Jd"mtftls of flu SturJMn SuliCNI CDnol be 
"omim'l i" adroNee, OM is fJouibie OfIly to null cltus~s as ore '"" fiJU;tJ ", ,. 
slllttfllJ Illft"l Mllsie excJllsiwly. 
Fusl yeo, COII'Ul are du1,frG!«l Aj Suorul ]to, Bj TIh,d ,ed' Co F..,rdJ 
y~" D. 
SJcbt Reacliq-A. Daily except Sat., U.IO. Miss WOODY. 
Sicbt ••• dinl-B. Daily es.cept Sat .• IO .• oanci 12.10. ProfesaorHOI.UN ... 
Slpt _ .. AbC C. A home-study course. 
Dic1atioD-A. Daily ncept Sot., 9.10. Mr. O •• v .... 
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IlIdatioA-lI. Doily ezeept Sot .• 9.10 (two &<eUOOl). Credit two hours. 
• 
ProftsSOr HO.UNU. and Mia WaiTE. 
Dictati01l C. Daily e%Cept Sat., 9.10. Credit, two hours. Miss WIUHALL. 
lIaterial aDd lIetMd.l B. Daily except Sat., 10.10 or 11 .10, MiN SAN-
J'OI.D and Miss WaltB. 
Material lAd lIetIloda-C. Daily except &t. 10.tO. Professor DANN. 
Hi&b pd Bormal School lluaic-D. Daily except Sat., 12.10. Profe-ssot 
DANN. 
PliN Ipl •• and lIetilodi of Educatioo-D. Daily except Sat., 11 .10. Pro-
ffSSOf MORSE. 
Practice Teac.hiDc--C. Dally aeept Sat., 11.10. Miss SANFoaD. 
Practice TelChinl-D. Daily f'xcept Sat., 9.10. Miss WOODY. 
EJemeatu'J'Tbeol'J. Daily except Wed. and Sat., 2.15. Mr. THOMAS. 
RumOllJ-A. Daily except Sat., 11.10. Miss WISENALL. 
JIumoa,J-B. Daily except Sat .• n .lo. Credit, two hours. Miss WISE-
HALl. • 
• .-.,.....c. Daily except Sat., 12 . 10. Credit, t",o hours. Mr . jOBNSTOSE. 
lIekHl:r-D. T Th, 11.10, Credit, one hour. Mr. JOHNSTONE. 
Chorul-A .. d B. Daily except Sat., 8.00 {two sections}. Mr. CAilE\' and 
Mr. OsIUl.N. 
AdftAced Cborul. Daily except Sat., 8.00. Professor DANS . 
CoadactIac-C. T P, 2.15. Miss HALL. 
~D. M W F, 10.10. Mr. BaA-UN and ~Ir . OsBURN. 
Orth .. tra .. 4 Bu4 lIethocla--C. M Th. 2.15. Mr. MAT'TItRH. 
V"1Dlia Ct.... Elementary and Advanced. See special announcement. 
Soq laterpe:etatioa.-B. T P, 2.15. Mr. JOHNSTONI. 
SoDc: Pnaeotatioa and Repertoire-B. M Tb, 2.15. Mr. CAREY. 
Voice Tnlaiac-D. M T Th. 2.15. MIS. HUNT. 
11_·1.1 Appaeci.t.tioa.. M T Th. 3.15. Miss WU.LJAMS. 
C-.. nity llaalc (Ell'('fin). p, J.15. Miss SANFORD, Miu WILLIAM' 
Mia WOODY, Mr. Buuw, Mr. Cn.y. Mr. MAnED, and Prof 01' DAJIrflC'. 
PoItae •• dl Coatrol HMltb. (Elective). Hours to be auDOUDced. 
Cc:.dfftDOe by appointment. Miss TOOD and Miss COLWELL. 
D.la.tl ... ,....... Daily ocept SaL, 10.10. Additional du ~s to be 
an ..... aced.. Mill HAu.. 
m : ~II 
- .1 ) .. .. aacI CUd t b_tI C. A home-study c:oune. 
Imllol'"" ~ II .. molt I""t.-2 ) .. -" IU4 CW. t at . D. A bOh e study COW'Ie. 
-
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COURSE FOR DIRECTORS OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 
Violin Class-A. Daily except Wed. and Sat., 3.15. Mr. STUBER and Mia 
DYE. 
Violin Class-B. Daily except Sat., 9.10. Mr. MATTERN'. 
AdvlJlced Violin Class. (E,lective) . Daily except Sat., 11.10. Mr. MAT-
TERN. 
Viol., Cello, and Bass. (For beginners). Daily except Sat., 12.10. Mr. 
STUBER. 
Wood-Wind Instruments. Daily except Wed. and Sat., :l.I5. Mr. STUBU. 
Brass and Percussion Instruments. Daily except Wed. and Sat., 3.15. 
1\11'. MATTERN. 
Instrumental Practice Teaching. Daily except Sat., 10.10. Mr. MAnERN 
and Mr. STl'BER. 
Orchestra ud Band Methods--C. M Th, 2.15. Mr. MATTERN. 
Orchestra Material and Conducting. T F, 2.15. Mr. MATTERN. 
Orchestration. 1\1 Th, 2.15. Mr. JOHNSTONE. 
Slimmer Selaion Orchestra (Elective). T Th. 7.30 p. m. Mr. MATTERN. 
NORMAL COURSES IN PIANO TEACmNG 
(Progressive Series of Piano Lessons) 
1. Daily exce-pt Sat., 9.10, and 12.10. Credit, four hours. Mr. JOHNSTONE 
and Mr. BRAn ... 
II. Daily except Sat., 10. 10. Credit, two hours. Mr. JOHNSTONE and Mr. 
BRAt;S. 
PHILOSOPHY 
The courses are intended to be of general rather than of technical interest. 
Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts who have chosen Philosophy as a 
major or a minor subject will find it advisable to take some of these courses as a 
basis and preparation for more advanced study. Such students will be given 
individual guidance in their reading. 
S I. PhllosophieaJ Ide.s ill Nineteenth CeDtury Literature. Daily except 
Sat., 9. G. S. 225. Credit, two hours. Professor ALBEE. 
This course does not presuppose previous acquaintance with philosophy. 
Aft( r considering the general tendency of eighteenth century thought and the 
movement inaugurated by Rousseau, the course will deal with the interpretations 
of life offered by weD-known authors of the nineteenth century, English, Continen-
tal, and American, and the relation of such interptetations to the recopiztd 
tendencies of con'&emporary philosophy. 
S 2. JloraI Ideu &lid Ideala. Daily except Sat. 10. G. S. 225. Credit, 
two hours. Profes&Ot TBILLY. 
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This course will trace the development of the moral consciousness from early 
times to the present, and examine the b,"] problems in their connection with the 
history of civilization. 
S 3. The Deftlopmt:Dt of Modem PbilOiophic.1 Thoupt. Daily except 
Sat., II. G. S. 225. Credit, two hours. Professor ALBBE. 
Only the most important philosophers of the modem period. will be dealt 
with, but the attempt will be made to connect the development of modern philoso-
pby with literary, scientific, political, and social movements. 
S 4. Ethic:I. Daily except Sat., 12. G. S. 225. Credit, two hours. Pro-. 
fessor TaIl.LY. 
A study of ethical principles and of their application in the different fields of 
individual and social life. 
S S. Semin.ry for Graduates. Weekly meeting at an hour to be an-anged, 
and individual conferences with students who have chosen Philosophy as a major 
or minor subject in candidacy for an advanced degrtt. Professor CREIGHTON. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Students desiring to elect courses offered by the Department of Physical 
Education in the College of Agriculture should COrTcspond with or consult Mr . 
Laurence S. Hill. Caldwell Ha11282. For descriptions of courses see p. 56. 
Swimmjnc ud FenciD(. 
Instruction in swimming .and life saving: and in fencing for individual trai.ning 
aDd for teachiDg will be given at hours to be arranged for each applicant by 
appointment. 
Por this instruction a special charge is made : for swimming, '10 ; for fencing 
'5. including out6t. 
Gymnasium costume and slippers (without heels) willI ..... advisable for fencing. 
Por women, Sage College Gymnasium. 10-12 a . m., 3-6 p. m. PM men, 
Armay Gymnasium, by appointment. Mr. G i:L.\S. 
PHYSICS 
Teachers may enter any cou.rse that they arc ~pared to pursue with profit 
ud Ire entirely at liberty to take portions of courses if such an arrangelDeDt is to 
th,uad.." ... 
COlJllSES IIf IIfTRODUCTORY AIm GENERAL PHYSICS 
Tbo&e who have not had oolIece physics are advised to take course S 3. 
S 3. IDtrodwtoi) B.zperimeatal PbJlica. Credit, six houn. This COW'3e 
is iatended to furnish a bui& for all folIowin&' courses as well as to give a fairly 
tUDp1etc Itr.I n:y of general pbyma. Teachers and otben familiar with the 
'khhlEDt. of the Illbject may find. the course useful and instructive. 
... 1«Ct:ur. aDd Recitations: The tectUftS are AOOOiDJlllnied by ezperimeutal 
, D h*'io .. 1 kimball', CtJlkp P'yftu will be tiled for reference. Lectures. 
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daily. 8; recitations, daily. 9: quis, M, Jlrl2. Rockefeller A. Profeaor 
GIBBS. 
Laboratory: Three two-hour laboratory periods a week. Section A, M,l-4 
and T Th. Jer12; Section B, W P, 10-12 and Th, 2-4. Rockefeller 220. AsIist-
ant Professor HOWE and Mr. PERRINE, 
S 4. Mapetlsm and Electricity. Recitations. The work in thiJ course 
will presuppose a knowledge of introductory physics such as may be obtained in a 
first course in college physics. Credit, two hours. Daily except Sat .• u. 
Rockefeller lOS. Mr. COLLINS. 
S 7. General Pbysies. Recitations and problems. Prerequisite Physics 2 
or its equivalent and trigonometry. Six recitation periods and one quiz period a 
week. Credit, three hours. Recitations, daily 12; quiz period, M, 8, or as 
arranged. Rockefeller 107. Mr. JOLLIFFE. 
S 10. Physical E%periments. This course may with profit be taken by teach-
ers of elementary physics who wish a teaching familiarity with introductory 1abora~ 
tory work. 
The fundamental physical la';VS and constants are studied, partly Crom the 
qualitative, partly Cram the quantitative point of view. The work may be varied 
to suit the neros of the student, since the instruction is in all cases individual. 
Credit, onc hour. M W F. 10-12.30. RockeCeller 220. Mr. PERRINE. 
S lib. Helt and Ligbt. Recitations. Theory and problems covering 
thermometry, change oC state, kinetic theory, thermodynamics, and physical 
and geometrical optics. It is recommended that Physics S 14 be taken simul· 
taneously with Physics S I I b. Prerequisite Physics S 3 or its equivalent and the 
differential and integral calculus. Daily except Sat., 8. RockefeDer 106. 
Crooit, two hours. Assistant Professor BIDWELL. . . 
S 14. Pbyaiea1 Measurements. Primarily for teachers and students who 
wish a thorough introduction to the theory and methods oC physical measuremeu.ts 
and observations ('jther as a preparation for graduate study or as an ertension 
of pre\'ious work in physics. The methods oC setting up and adjustinc apparatus, 
the study of sources of error and their elimination, methods of computation, the 
interpretation of rcsults both analytically and graphically, have special emphesj •. 
The instruction is individual and the topics covered may be adjusted to meet 
the needs of the student. Credit, one to four hoW's. Prerequisites: the equiva· 
lent of eight hours of college pbysics (unless Physics S lib be taken simultane-
ously) and a knowledge oC the elements of calculus. One to four three-hour 
periods each week. M W F, 9-1l' (or 10-1 by special arrangements) aod T Th, 
2-5. Rockt>feller 251. Assistant Professor BIDWELL and Mr. HYATT. 
Il'ITI.!RMEDIATE COURSES 
The sequence of courses outlined below is intended to run tbtougb tb:ree 1Wft-
mer sessions. The schedule for tbe next three swnmers i. 
1921 521 and 52Ja 
19.2.2 Sua and S23b 
19.23 S22b and S20 
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The COUI'IeS are 01. the .me gfDtrll character as the co1rcsJ:~ndjng courses ~iven 
. the Ca1land spring tennl but include somewhat fewer topiCS. The selection of 
:. topics wiD be ln8ueDC'ed by the intensts and needs of the class. Either 
half of the divided courses, $22 and 823. may be taken without the other. 
To profit by these counts a student should have a knowledge of ca1culus ar.d 
sbould hive complettd courses in general phYEics covering the principal topics 
d the subjtct a.nd of a grade substantially equivalent to that of Physics S 4. and 
powd have bad oour.s in physical tlKasurements substantially equivalent to 
Physics S .4, If be has not had sufficient laboratory experience he may eomplete 
this reqai:remmt by tlkiq Physics S 14 simultaneously. A student who con· 
templates elI!cti.ng any of these courses is advised to correspond with the der.:art· 
meat about his preparation for the work. 
Courses S 20 to S zS may be taken for credit toward a master's degree in 
Physics, subject to the requiremmts of the graduate school. (See Announcement 
01 the Graduate School). 
(520. B .. t! Not Ii- in 1921. 
S 21. Lipf. Geometrical optics: thick lenses, optical instruments, stops. 
Waw th!OI')' of light: interference, di~persion. polariration. Credit, two hours. 
Daily escept Sat., u. Rockel( Uer C. AS!>istanl Prof~or HOWE. 
IS 2la. l1ectrici.lJ aad IfapaetillD. Static ('Ieetric and magnetic fields : 
.dinct current phenomena; pseoltS. electrolytic, and metallic conduction: 
cbemkal and thermal electromotive forcrs.1 Not given in 1921. 
(S nh. Electricity ud lIapetiam. Electromagnetism. variable current 
,,"'M.eoa, electri.... <'€.cillalions.1 Not rven n 1921. 
S 2,la. Propertin of I"tter. Dynamics of particlrs and rigid bodies. 
ttlieWiaJ and univt','sal gravitation. Credit, two hours. Daily ucept Sat., 8. 
Rockefeller C. Assistant Professor M t .DOCK. 
IS Z3h. Propel'iin of lIaner. Elasticity. stdace tension ' dynamics of 
:fluids; "riv.osity.1 Not given in 1921. 
SIS· AdnlM'ed LabontolJ Praetiee. This course is open to students w1:o 
baft bad Pbysic.l S .4 (four bouts of credit) or its equivalent. It is intended to 
meet the requiftlDellts of the following students: those wishing to take up special 
topic::a for detaim:I study; those taking course S 2' 0; S 2ja and desiring to sup-
plement that work in the laboratory; those who wish to develop their laboratory 
technique ill preparation (or rESearch. Credit varies with the amount or work 
done. The laIxntory will be opm daily eKeept Sat .• C)'-u. Rocke(eU('I' 301. 
Mr. Cou.UiS and other members of tbe stalf. 
ADY AWCI!D COURSI!S 
eo.. I SsI,SS-,aud SsJ .... dntended to meet \he -.Iso{ ituden .... bodesiro 
.atwWpaiod to ah an iDt.en5ive ltudy 01 the more importantaod fundamen . 
IaI fidda 0{ theoftIicaI pbywic:s. It may be _ted \hat one 0{ these OOUI'S<$ 
1riII be oII'atd _ """-. 
Sa.bjecl to tile _;reu_ .. 0{ the poduate ... boo! (See Announc<mmt 0{ the 
(l.M· .. te &''<d). 'hen advanced c:ourses may be ukrn for credit toward. doc • 
... d Il" ill pb)aica. 
• 
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(S 51. Theoretical PhylA", Mechanics.] Not given in 1921. 
S 52. Theareti,,! Physic.. Lectures, discussions, and problems ' in parts 
of electricity and magnetism selected to meet the needs of the class. Five hours a 
week as arranged . Credit, two hours. Assistant Professor KENNARD. 
IS 53. Tbeor~ti.eal Pbyaitl. Optics.} Not given in 1921. 
S 75. Spedal Topics for IDvestigation. Students who are prepared to profit 
hy the use of the library and laboratory facilities of the department in the study 
of some special topic or in investigation will be given an opportunity to do so. 
This work may be taken in connection with or independently of any of the above 
( 'OUfS(>S and will be under the direction of one or more members of the staff with 
whom frequent conferences should be arranged . Credit varies with the nature 
and amount of work done. 
Por further information regarding opportunities for research and investiga. 
tion during the Summer of 1921 see the Announcement of the Graduate School. 
On each Wednesday evening will be held a conference at which recent develop. 
ments in ph ysics will be discussed. Whenever feasible, experimeptaJ demonstra-
tions will be shown and every effort will be made to give opportunity for open and 
fr('(' discussion. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
S I . Psycbology. Lectures: M T W Th, 9 . Professor TnCHF.NER. 
Recitations: F. 9, Assistant Professor DALLENBAcH. Dr. HOISINGTON. and Dr. 
BISHOP. G. S. Room C. Credit. two hours. 
This course furnishes a general introduction to the study of the r.ormal human 
mind from the experimental point of view. It opens with a brief discus,s;on of the 
nature of a scientific psychology, of the problems which such a psychology is 
called upon to face, and of the methods at its dis~osal for their solution. It then 
sets forth in order the facts and laws of mental life as indicated by (xperiment, 
beginning with sensation, image, and affection ; it passes by way of attention, 
perception, association, and memory to the highly complex processes Of imagina· 
tion. voluntary action, and thought. Throughout the work use will be made of 
the unique collection of demonstrational apparatus which composes the equipmeut 
of a special laboratory in Goldwin Smith Hall. 
Tt>xtbook: Titchener, Tt%tbook 0/ Psychology • 
S 2. Attention. Daily except Sat., 10. G. S. Room C. Credit, two hours. 
Assistant Professor DALLEsBAcR. 
In this course the applications of Attention to advertising, to conjuring and 
sleight of hand, to hypnosis, to testimony, to efficiency. and to learning will re-
ceive special emphasis. The applications will. however. be made only after the 
student has been grounded in the elementary facts and laws of Attention. The 
development, the conditions, the kinds, and the levels of Attention will first be 
considered: then the experimental investigations will be reviewed; and thereafter 
the practical oonsidfrations ... ill be taken up. 
Demonstrations and class-experiments will be used frequently for illustration. 
No tatbook will be prescribed. but the lectures win be supplemented. by auicned 
readings in standard works. 
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S 3. lIemory A114 Lell"D1lic:. Daily except Sat., 8. G. S. Room C. Credit, 
two hours. Dr. HOISINGTON. 
Tbe chief topics to be treated. in this course are : the general nature of memory; 
the curve of learning; the conditions of impression, association, recall, and recog-
nition: the correlation between different memories and between memory and 
other mental functions; teaching and the presrntation of material : recitation 
and euminatioo; "cramming" and efficient study; unusual memories and their 
conditions; the (ormation and the breaking of habits: mnemonic schemes and 
the "trainin," of memory. 
Demonstrations and class-experiments will be made throughout the course. 
Readings will be assigned in standard texts and monographs to be found in the 
llbraf}'. 
S of. Qualitative Labonto.,.. hI W P, '.00-4.30. Psychological Laboratory, 
Morrill Hall. Credit, two hours. Dr. HOISINGTON and Dr. BISHO P. 
The ptU"p06C: of this course is to furnish the student training in psychological 
method, and to give him a first-hand acquaintance with the contents of his own 
mind. The laboratory consists of twenty-seven rooms on the upper floors of 
MoniIl HaJJ, including dark rooms, workshops, and offices. The equipment aD 
the side of apparatus is espttia:lly complete, emm-ad ng besides the standard 
pieces for qualitative experiments a great variety of special instruments. The 
equipment of the nsearch laboratory is also available for demonstrations. Expcr-
i.meDts will. be performed in vision, audition. and the otht r departments of sense, 
in feeling, attention, perception, and idea, and toward the end of the work the 
student may carry out expedments uJ:on the more coml-'k x prOCt"sscs of associa-
tion and action. The textbook is Tit eheney's Experimntl4l Psychol0lY, vol. i, 
Qualitative Student's Manual. 
S 5. Qautitative Laboratol')'. Thrf'<' afternoons (to be arranged). 2.00-4 .30. 
Psyc:ho1ogica1 Laboratory, :\Iorrill Hall. Credit, two hours. Assistant Pro-
(tsSO. DALL&II8ACB. 
This course aims to furnish such training in the psychophysical methods and 
in the bancJJing of instrwnents of pr(c1sion as will be adequate preparation (or 
research problems. The student will make experimental determinations or the 
stimulus limeN, will attempt verifications of Weber's Law in various departments 
of tease, and will perform at least one n;perimmt by ~ch one of the chief psycho-
ph)'1ieal methods. Quantitative operiments in sp«.ial fields may be undertaken 
in 10 far as time pennib. The testbook is Titchentt's b#leriMfttkJl PsycluMo, 
vol. ii. Quutitative Student's Manual . 
Laboratory partnenhipi must be formed if the " 'ark of this course is to be 
p1.trSUtd with profit. If, therd~, a partner canr.ot be four.d, the student is 
re(Oillmrnded to reaiJter in course S 6 . 
. 86. EspKln •• t.l Probl.... Hours and credit to be arranged. Psycho-
qic:a1 I.aboratory. Morrill Hall. Assistant Professor DAU.aHBACH. Dr. HOIs--
DIGToIt. aod Dr. BISHOP. 
Cowsa S I and S 4. or their equivalents, are prerequisites for this COUJ'W • 
. The ~k will _ of the oriciaal .... dy of certain uporimental problems, and 
~ ~ both obeervation and manipulation of instruments. Completed 
lIIia'C*f1MI may be publilbed in T_ A..nc.o. J.",.". _, P~hl?:D' 
SUMMER SESSION 
S 7. Prol ......... to Sr.t ..... tlc Parch.lou': Ad ...... d eo-. Doa, 
el,cept Sat., II. G. S. Room C. Professor TITCBItNER. 
This course presupposes 5. and 54 or their equiva1enta. The aims., status. 
and general problems of systematic psychology will be discnseed in lOme detail. 
with nwnerous references for collateral reading. A knowledge of Prencb and 
Getman is desirable. 
PUBLIC SPEAKING-ORAL ENGLISH 
In the cou.'ses described below individual instruction will be given by appoint.. 
ment without additional charge. 
S I. Public Speaking. Daily except Sat., II. G. S. 21. Credit, two bours. 
Mr. CAPLAN. 
A practical training for speaking in public. High school teachers will find tbe 
methods applicable to their work in public speaking and oral English. Original 
speeches, selections, extemporaneous speeches. Methods of preparation discus-
sed and illustrated. Regular students passing this course are admitted to second 
tenn of Public Speaking. 
S 2. Voice Training. Daily except Sat., 10. C. S. ll. Credit, one bour. 
Assistant Professor MUCHMORE. 
Exercises for the development of pure tone, flexibility, melody and strength 
of voice, clear enunciation, and for relief from high, strained tones, harshness, 
throatiness, and speaker's sore-throat. Private appointments: the voice will 
be tested; if needed, special exercises will be prescribed. The course necessarily 
includes training for poise and ease of action. The relation of the voice in con· 
versation, teaching, and public speaking to health is emphasized. This course 
is fundamental for teachers of Speech Training. 
S 2a. Ad ... a.aced Voice Tnininc a.ad Speech CorrectiOll. Prerequisite, S J, or 
its approved equivalent, and the oonsent of instructor. M W F, hour to be ar· 
ranged. G. S. 26. Credit, one hour. Assistant Professor MuCHMORE. 
Readings in the science underlying voice-training and speech-correctioD. 
For those having sufficient background to do somewhat independent work. 
Students may be required to take S 2. 
S 3. Course for lli&:h School Teachers. Daily except Sat., 8. G. S. 2 •. 
Credit, two hours. Assistant Professor HUNT. 
Speech-making. oral English, debate, methods of teaching, planning of hicb 
.school courses. Students taking course S 3 are advised to elect other countS in 
the department, and in such cases their work will be adjusted to the needs ~ the 
individual. Registered auditors may attend on Tuesday and Thursday. 
S 4- Oral ReadiD&. Daily except Sat., 12. G. S. 21. Credit. two hwn. 
Assistant Professor MUCHMORE. 
Primarily to help tclchers of litera.ure and oral English, but open to aD 
ltudents. T:be first part of the course will be devoted to the elemeotl of rendi",: 
attention, individualh.ation, and sequence of ideas; the second part \0 the cn1 . 
iDterpietation of literature, with special empba~s on the spirit rather &Ma die 
fa DL Eacb member of the class will have private appointments, aDd wiD. p ..... 
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individaDy at ltast one mended selection. Regular students who pass thi. 
course are admitted to the 5tcond ttnn of Oral Reading, course 10. 
S 5. '111. Prod._ 01 ScbooI PIa,.. Daily except Sot., 9. G. S. 26. 
Credit, two hoon. Coasent of instructor necessary lor admission. Professor 
OaUIU,OND. 
To give teachers sufficient knowledge of play·production to meet the growing 
<kmand in the echooIa for dramatics that have an educational value. Theory of 
stap dirtctioo. choice 01. plaY', elements of training, staging of plays, and other 
praeticaI phases of production. Sufficient familiarity with suitable dramatic 
Jiwature win be required. A wide stlection of practical helps will be available. 
Auditors may register for Tuesday and Thursday only. One act plays reheaned. 
Studeots in S 5lhould also talce S 4 or S 2. 
S 6. Sem'"". Por graduates. Hours to be arranged. Consult ProCessor 
nIV.UIOND. 
Por the study of spedal subjects in the rhetoric, psychology. literature, and 
hGtory 01 pubtic addms. (See Announcement of the Graduate Schoo!.) 
S 7. Roaa.d Table DiICUliOlLl. M W F. at hour to be arranged. No credit. 
G. S. 21. OpeoonIy to studeotsngularly rogistered in 0C>utS<$ in the DepartmcnL 
Discuuioa of teachers' problems in oral English, public speaking, debate, 
spercb defects. dramatics, methods, and texts. Rqular plogwanu will be an. 
nounced. Register with Mr. CAPLAN. 
PabUc s, .. kinC. (Physical Education S 14.) Assistant Professor HrsT. 
For regi&tered ltudents in Physical Education. See p. 59. 
ROMAKCB LANGUAGBS 
FRlIlfCR 
S I. EJ_ruy Coone. Daily except Sot., 8 and u. G. S. 2<)0. Credit, 
foar hOUR. Mr. Roux. 
Entrance aedit. one unit. 
. The object 01 this course is t...,(oId: first, to eWe beRinn"" a thoroucb driU 
In tht ectials of French paorw:nciatioo. rrammar, and reading; second, to offer 
to ..... cbers aD opportuaity of ctu4yi.oc the methods of prcstntation of these sub-
itcts to berioners. 
S:I. &tea I 'hie c.w... Daily except Sat., 8 and I:l. G. S. 28J. Credit. 
four hours. Mr. W..,.,.OITII. 
EDtraoc:e oatil. 0Qe unit. Pluequisite Course S I or ita equivalent. 
S 3· Ad_od Coane. Daily U<:ept Sot., 8 and u. G. S. 227. Credit, 
four hours. Mr. AnrOOD. 
r.u.- c:ndit. one UDiL Praequisiu c:ourse S 2 or ita equivoIent. 
S.. Uti.lt Tncd.tioa. Daily ocept Sat., 9. G. S. 290. Credit, two 
!tow.. P".ueqo isjte coune S 3 or its equivoIent. Mr. WADSWO&TB. 
S So IIonraruy and Coa .... tIoe. Daily U<:ept Set., It. ~ s..,.. CNdit, _ boun. Pra ... uilite """'" S 3 or ita equivalent. Mr • 
• IW~ 
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(S 10. French Poetry. Daily except Sat., 10. G. S. 277. Credit, two 
hours. 
Lectures on contemporary French poetry and "explications de textes." with 
outside reading and reports.] Not given in 1921. 
S 14. Advanced Composition and ConversatioD. Daily except Sat.,9. G. S. 
283. Credit, two hours. Professor GUERLAC. 
Rapid translation from standard English texts into French; frequent theme-
writing; short talks by the student on history and literature; conversation 
exclusively in French. 
S 17. Contemporary French Drama. Daily except Sat., II. G. S. 283. 
Credit, two hours. Professor GUERLAC. 
Lectures in French on French dramatic literature from 1850 to 1920, with 
outside reading, reports, and talks by the students. 
S 19. Oral Composition. Daily except Sat., 9. G. S. 221. Credit, two 
hours. Professor MASON'. 
A study of oral composition from the point of view of the teacher of French. 
Some attention will be paid to the use of phonetics and phonetic transcription in 
the teaching of oral composition. The course will be conducted partly in French. 
S 20. Contemportry French Literature. Daily except Sat., II. G. S. 221. 
Credit, two hours. Professor MASON . 
Lectures and discussions of special topics in contemporary literature, with 
extensive outside reading and reports. 
S 30. The Teaching of French. Daily except Sat., 10. Go'S. 221. Credit, 
two hours. Me. Raux. 
French Readings. 1\ series of readings in French will be given by those in 
charge of Les Maisons Frar:~aises daily except Saturday at 2.15 p. m. in the Draw· 
ing Room of Sage College. 
French Lectures. A series of lectures in French dealing with French national 
life will be given by the members of the instructing staff in French on Wednesday 
evenings at 8 o'clock in Goldwin Smith, Room 21}0. 
Les Maisons Fran~aises. The Sill Cottage and the Craig Cottage, both situa· 
ted on the Campus and convenient to Sage College, have been reserved for students 
of French. Each house will be in charge of a French lady and there will be 
abundant opportunity for conversation in French. There will be also at Sage 
College special tables where only French wi11 be spoken. 
SPANISH 
S I. Elemeatary Course. Daily except Sat., 8 and 12. G. S. 277. Credit, 
{our hours. Mr. HESPELT. 
Entrance credit, one unit. 
S 2. Intermediate Course. Daily except Sat., 8 and 12. G. S. 281. Credit, 
four hours. Mr. SRUWELL. 
Entrance credit, ODe unit. 
STRUCTURAL BNGINBBRING 4.1 
S 3. Amnc04 Cows.. Daily escept Set., 8 and 12. G. S. 124· Credit, 
four hours. Mr. RIVBRA. 
Entrance credit, one unit. 
S 4. Adftnc:ed Tnn.lItion. Daily except Sat .• 9. G. S. 281. Credit, two 
hours. Mr. HBSPKLT. 
Rapid translation of modern novels and plays. Special attention will be dc-
voted to idiomatic usage and there will be outside reading {or practice in reading 
for content. 
S S. JllementuJ CompollItioD and Conversation. Daily except Sat., II. 
G. S. 281 . Credit, two hours. ~r. SHERWELL. 
This course is conducted in Spanish. 
S 1. Adyuced Compoaition aDd ConvenatioD. Daily except Sat., II. 
G. S. 277. Credit, two hours. Mr. RIVERA. 
Special attention will be given to free composition and COTTespondence. The 
course is conducted in Spanish. 
S 10. lIuterpiecel of Spanish Literature. Daily except Sat., 9. G. S. 277· 
Credit, two hours. Professor KENISTOS, 
A brief survey of Spanish literature through a stud}" of Teprcscntatin- works. 
LecttU'eS. outside reading. reports, and discussions. 
S 30. The Teachine of Spanish. Daily except Sat., 10. C. S. 281. Credit, 
two bours. Professor KENISTON. 
A course for the "discussion of materials and methods in the presentation of 
Spanish in the secondary schools. Special attention will be given to phonetics, 
class·room methods. the choice and use of texts, and auxiliary materials. 
Spanith Lectures ad Read.iDp;. A series of lectures and readings in Spanish 
by members of the instructing staff will be given during the session. 
S,.nith Table. Thcre will be in Prudence Risley Hall. in charg(' of one of the 
members of the instructing staft, a special table at which only Spanish \\;11 be 
spokea. Further opportunities for conversation will be offered through enter-
tainments by students in the Department. 
SHOP won 
s 7. Pattern v,kiae. Use of woodworking tools; elements of pattern 
m·king. Daily, 8-11 at 1)-12. Daily except Sat., 2-5. ).Ir. ---
S 10. 1I"hine Work. Instruction in the operation of various standard 
machine tools; use t4 measuring and band tools; fitting and assembly. Daily, 
8-11 cr 1)-12. Daily ac:ept Sat., 2-5. Professor WBU.s. 
STRUCTURAL EftGI1fBIIRIKG 
The foDowiac courses are the same as those given in the School of Civil 
~acioeeriag duriog the college year. Por furtber information about the content 
of any COurse or about the assiCoed hours communicate with ProfesSQr E. ~. 
BvaIOW'S, 
C.E.,2?'" Sta .. twa.I DUll" &ad Bridee SIreuea. Credit, four hows, 
PaeaeqUlSlte, MecJ",nia 20, Ooe-fourth of the course includes structural detail, 
i. e., the "ip oIa wooden roof truss and 01 other timber jointl. The remainder 
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of the course includes dead load,live load, wind load. and impact 1tt!1 !I in lirnplf' 
bridge trusses due to uniform live panel loads, locomotive ule loads. and tOld 
roller loads. This course is equivalent to first term C.E. ,.. Lectures. recita· 
lions, computations, and drawing at hours to be assigned. Lincoln Hall I. and 
29. Assistant Professor BURROWS. 
C.E. 271. Structural De. Credit, three hours. Prerequisite, Mechanics 
20 and first term 71. This is an elementary course in Steel Design. Lectures. 
computations, and drawing. Complete design, detail drawings, bill of material. 
and estimate of weight of a steel roof truss, a through and deck plate girder bridgt. 
This course is the sam~ as second term C.E.,.. At hours to be assigned. LinoolD 
Hall '4. Assistant Professor BURROWS. 
C. E. 274. Bridle Desicn. Elective. Seniors and graduates. Credit, three 
hours. Prerequisite, course 271. Computations and drawing for the complete 
design of a riveted railroad bridge of six or seven panels, the stresses for which 
were computed in connection with the pt'evious study of bridge stresses. The 
computations to determine the sections of all members and of pins. pin plates.. 
splices. and other details as well as of connecting rivets are to be written up in the 
form of systematically arranged reports. The drawing CQnslsts of genEral detail 
plans showing the location of all rivets as well as the composition and relation of aU 
members and connections. The final reports are to give a full list of shapes and 
plates. and a classified analysis of weight for the span. Textbook: Merriman 
and Jacoby's Roo/s and BridteS, Part III. Computation and drawing. .Assist-
ant Professor BURROWS. 
C. E . 280. COD«ete COllltructioa. Credit, three hours. Prerequisite, 
courses 20 and 21. Concrete materials, properties of plain concrete, its makinc 
and deposition. Elementary theory of reinforced concrete as applied to col11lDO$, 
rectangular beams and slabs, T .beams and beams reinforced for compt E siO". 
Direct stress combined with flexure. Lat:oratory work includes the making and 
testing of columns, beams, and bond specimens. Recitations, laboratory, and. 
computing periods. Assistant Professor URQUHART. 
C.E. 282. CODerete Design. Elective. Seniors and graduates. Credit. 
three hours. Prerequisite, course 280. This course' may be substituted for 
Engineering Design, course 91. Applications of the theory of reiaforeed concrete 
to the design of various types of retaining walls. Selective ptobleJus in the desicn 
of reinforced concrete structures such as buildings, sewers, etc. Reporta and 
drawings. Assistant Professor UaQUHART. 
C.E. 283. ReiD/ .... d Coacrete AI<b. Seniors and .gradualeL 1!Iective. 
Credit, three hours. This CO\tJ'"Se trUty be substituted for E~ neap. 
course 91. Prerequisite, courses .20 and 21, and the first part of course 271. 
The design of an arch of reinforced concrete including its abutments aDd centeriDc· 
The g£DUal form and proportions are determined by two prelimiDary investip--
tiD.. The fiaal investigations of the arch ring are made in acoordanoe with the 
~Iastic t.bcory, the live loading for maximum unit..stresses ia the arch ring, AI weD 
as the dftction and magnitude of abutment thrusts, being determined by me. of 
in8uenoe Ii",.. The design is supplemented by several illustrated lecturfa OIl the 
diftereut types of concrete arch bridges of. recent OODStruCtiou, their principAl 
details, methods of erectioa. and inftuence on design. Tfxtbook: Hoot', 
.. ,,,,C«l c.-r ... C_. Vol. III. Lect ....... COmpUt&tiOl1. IUld draw· 
lac. Assistant Professor BvaIOWfS. 
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OFFICERS 
Albert WilMm Smith, M.M.E., Acting Pruident of the University. 
Albert Ru"". M,.n. B.S.A., A.M .• Dean of the CoII"lte of Agriculture, Director 
0/ the ~t Station, and Director of Extension. 
Gecx'ce Alu WorD. Ph.B., M.S.A., Profes.sor of Rural Education, in charge 01 
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Robert PelIOn Sibley, A.B., M.A .• L.R.D., Professor and Secretary. 
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Helen Monsch. B.S., M.A .• Assistant Professor of Horne Economics. 
Winifred Moses, B.S., Assistant Professor of Home Economics. 
Irene M. Murphy. A.B., Instructor in Physical Education. 
E. Laurence Palmer. A.B., M.A., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Rural Educatioa. 
Sidney Parsons, Assistant Physical Director, Brooklyn Training School, Broci1dyD, 
N. Y. 
Miles D. Pirnie, Assistant in Ornithology. 
Joseph Pullman Porter, B.S., M.S.A., M.L.D., Extension Instructor in Landscape 
Art. 
Harold A. Pratt, Instructor in Floriculture. 
Frank Elmore Rice, A.B., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry in its Relations 
to Agriculture. 
Louis Michael Roehl. B.S., Assistant Professor of Farm Shop Work. 
Flora Rose. B.S., M,A., Professor of Ho:ne Economics. 
George H. Russell, Assistant in Nature Study. 
Hel'!-ry William Schneck, B.S., M.S.A., Assistant Professor of Vegetable Garden. 
mg. 
Grace Smith, Instructor in Physical Education, City Grammar Schools, Rochester, 
N. Y. 
Rolland Maclaren Stewart, A.B., Ph.D., Professor of Rural Education. 
William Alonzo Stocking, M.S.A., Professor of Dairy Industry. 
James Lewis Strahan, B.S., M.S., Profes£or of Rural Engineering. 
'Martha Van Rensselaer, A.B., Professor of Home Economics. 
William Perrine Van Wagenen, A.B., Student, Harvard Medical CoUqe. 
Annette J. Warner, Professor of Home Economics. 
Grace L. Waterman, Director of Physical Education, Emma Willard School" 
Troy, N. Y. 
Cass \V ard Whitney, B.S., Instructor in Rural Organization. 
Wilford Murry Wilson, M.D., Professor of Meteorology. 
George Alan Works, Ph.B., M.S.A., Professor of Rural Education. 
Isadore Yavits, A.B., Assistant Director of Physical Education, Boys' High 
School, Albany, N. Y. 
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COURsBS IN THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
The New York State College of Agriculture provides courses of instruction 
under the rules and regulations that follow: 
I. Adminlon. The Summer School in the College of Agriculture is designed 
to meet the needs of persons engaged in educational work, such as teachers, 
supervisors. superintendents. extension workers, and others concerned with 
activities of an educatiooal nature. 
Persons enrolling for courses in Physical Education should make certain by 
correspondence or conference that they have sufficient academic preparation so 
that they will be eligible for a recommendation to certification upon the comple-
tion of their study. 
a. Tuition aa.d 'H'. Tuition in any of the courses following is free to 
admitted students who are residents of ~ew York State and who have heen so 
for at least one year. Otherswill pay a tuition fee of Soto, whether one subject or 
more is taken. For the time and place of payment, see page 8. 
In some of the courses a fee to cover th~ cost of materials used will he charged. 
An incidental fee of five dollars is charged all students in physical education. 
Fee cards must be procured from the instructor at the first t'xcrcise, and reo 
tumtd to him receipted within five days. 
J. For special announcement regarding Phy~ica l Education see page 56. 
4. Academic Credit for Work. For the requirements (or the degree B.S. 
(tight terms. 120 hours. etc.) sec the Announcement of the CoUege of Agriculture. 
Sammer Term. Advanced and research courses are offered in many depart. 
mentsol the College in a twelv~ weeks term beginning in the tatter part of June. 
See separate announcement. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
S I. Gea.eral Blemeatuy Coune iD Anjm'l HUlbUld.ry. Credit, four hours. 
Lectures. daily at 10. Practice, daily at'. Animal Husbandry and Judging 
Building. Professor KUPER. 
-The general ennaples of breeding and feeding flnn animals, with practice in 
formuJating ntioos, and in judging and scoring. 
, . 
... " , ", '" BACTERIOLOGY 
SUMMER SESSION 
This is a course designed to acquaint the general student and. the pt06ptctive 
teacher with the main ideas of biology through selected practical studies of the 
phenomena on which biological principles are based. Lectures, laboratory work. 
and field trips will deal with such topics as : Interdependence of organisms as 
illustrated by insects and flowers, insects and galls, etc.; the simpler organisms. 
such as amoeba, paramoecium, flagellates, and other protozoans and algae; 
fungi, bacteria, and slime molds among plants. The study of these simpler 
organisms will be followed by studies of such plant types as liverworts, mosses, 
and ferns, and such animal types as hydra, earthworm, and frog. 
Prospective teachers wiU be given an opportunity to acquaint themselves with 
methods of collecting and preparing material for class use. If there is a sufficient 
demand. a one-hour conft.rence each week will be arranged for students in the 
course who are interested in the discussion of special problems in the teaching 
of biology. 
Students completing this course will be given credit for the first term work in 
Biology I of the regular academic year. Laboratory fee, '2.50. 
BOTANY 
The courses in botany are planned. to meet the needs of high school and college 
teachers, as well as to furnish information (or persons not intending to teach. 
The work will consist of lectures, laboratory work, and field work. The lec-
ture and class-room work will be supplemented by lantern slides, chatts, micro-
scopic, museum, and herbarium material. It is likely that some round table dis-
cussions will be arranged. 
The region about Ithaca is especially rich in plant life. Rarely. if ever, is a 
locality found that is better adapted (or summer field work in botany. The rich-
ness of the fungous and the algal floras, as well as the great number of mosses. 
liverworts, ferns, and dowering plants, render field work here especially attractive 
and valuable. SpKiaI attention is given to the field botany, although other 
phases of the work are not ignored. 
The country in the vicinity of the University is very diversified; mA.r$bes, 
fields, woodlands, ravines, and bogs all being accessibl(; for day trips. Many 
short field trips will be taken and three longer all-day trips. The aU-day trips 
will occur on Saturdays and will entail an extra expense of '1 to S2 for each. 
Women will find the bloomer or knickerbocker costume desirable for field work. 
In addition to the laboratory (ee in each course a depo&it of Sa will be 
required (rom each student to whom a vasculum or other special apparatus is 
8IIIicued-
S ,. memetltaty Bo1oll1. Ctedil, Ihtee houn. L<ctUJeS, M W,8. Labora· 
tory. M W, 9-1, F, 8-1, with additional reading or field work. Botaaical Labora-
tory, Stone Hall. Prof....". MAIln ... 
Repte&elltative plants (rom aU the larger plant groups will be studied. Em-
phasis will be placed on structure and life history with particular attention to 
evolutionary relationship. Some attention will be given to the economic &!I*tI 
at the dil(emlt croups, aDd to ~ adaptation to SWTOUDdincs. Allelltion wiJI 
..... be .i .... to the ~aJ morphnlocY of the bieber pluta. Pidd _k will 
,., ..... ,.b«ntory bOlU"l toa timit<d _I aDd some aU-d&y lrips will be .... uir<d. 
CHEMISTRY 49 
A general course planned as an introduction to the study of botany and as a 
JAtparation for advanced courses. It iI intended also to ClOver ceTtain ph~ 
of coUege entrance requirements and. of general secondary school botany. Thll. 
course is oooducted mainly in the laboratory. Field trips will replace laboratory 
hours to. limited ment only. Laboratory fee. $3..\0. 
S 4. Ideati4catioa, CIa.'flcatiOll, and &01011 of the Bieher PlaDts. Credit, 
two bours. Prerequisite: some training in structural botany, either previously 
or in connection with this cour.oe. Lectures, Th. 8. Laboratory or field, T. 8-1. 
Th.9""I. Botanical Laboratory, Stone Hall. Mrs. GRAST. 
A comprehensive study of the wild flora ahout Ithaca. with reference to the 
practical hqnitioa of species and varieties as well as to the floral and foliar 
c:bancteristics of these species and to the grouping of them into genera, families. 
aod more comprehensive groups. The course consists of field and laboratory 
work, but is supplemented by general discussions and lectures on the brooder 
questions of classification, r:.ommclature. distribution, and habitat. The eoologi· 
cal.ssoeittion and modifications of the various species and varieties will be noted. 
The course is intended to supply teachers and others with a general knowledge 
of the 80ra. Some all-day trips are required. Supplementary instruction will 
be given in the pnsa vation of material for the museum and for the ht'Tbarium. 
If necessary this course wiU be divided as follows: A. For those beginning 
this type of work. B. For students who already possess some knowledge of the 
1Iora. Laboratory fee. '2 . .\0. 
S 5. Treea ad Sbruba. Credit, ODe hour. Prerequisite: some training in 
sUuctwal botany, either previously or in conjunction with this course. Lecturts, 
Th.2. IAbon.toryorfieJd work, T Th, 3-5. Stone HaU. Professor MARKLE. 
A course intended for those who desire more concentrated work on the woody 
plants of our flora than can be obtained in course S 4. The aim is to familiarize 
the student with as many as possible of the tren and shTUbs in the Cayuga Lake 
8ora. their fIoraJ and foliar characters, their structure, methods of growth, habits, 
and distributiou. Much of the 1fOrk wiU be in the field, supplemented by labora. 
tory practice. Jeetwes, and demonstrations. Some aU-day trips are required. 
lAboratory t... " . .\0. 
CHEMISTRY 
S 8S· A&ri<a1tanI ClaOllllalry. GeaeraJ Coarse. Cr«tit. two boon. Pro. 
r<quUi". IDboductocy Ch .. nutry. L<ctUffil. dai1y .. ...,t Sat.. 9. C&1d ... U 
HaD 100. Profmu C.05S. 
The rdatioo of cbemittry to acricuJture. aDd an introduction to the study of ~ C<IJJIjJC>iitiou aDd ""_i<aI papa ties 01 pluta. fertilizers. f_ulfs. ins<cti. 
-. aDd ~i<ides. 
S 16. ~ 0.''''''111, latloclaclor) LaboratorJ Coarse. Credit, two h~ l'la ........ Ch<miatry 6 (qualitative .nd quantitative .... ysis). or it. 
oqw ...... L M T W Th .... 5o C&1d""n Hall 2SO. Asobtant Prof ...... lOCI!. 
M.Iho.I. far wlrin, ..... aDd the simp ..... na~ 01 plut materials, feed. 
- .. ~ JortiIies. illlecticideo, aDd ~. with the end in view 01 civinc 
the .1Ih~ ,. eI_ Imowled&e of their c:h .. ,..iClI OJ+ul-oeitioa and behavior. a.a.... • .. bold duriac laboratory po< iecI&. 
L 
SUMMER SESSION 
S 72. Chemistry of Foods aDd Food Products. Credit, two bours. Pre-
requisite, Introductory Chemistry; should be preceded also by a course in Organic 
Chemistry. Lectures, daily except Sat., II. Caldwell Han 100. Professor 
CROSS. 
The chemical composition, chemical properties, and methods of manufacture 
of the principal foods and food pceducts. Methods for the determination of the 
normal constituents of foods. Special attention is given to the chemistry of milk 
and milk products. cereal products. SU~ars, fruits. and fruit products. 
S 102. Chemistry of Foods, Elementary Laboratory Course. Credit, two 
hours. Pr<'requisite, Introductory Chemistry; should be preceded also by a 
course in Organic Chemistry. M T W Th. 2-5. Caldwell Han 250. Assistaot 
Professor RICE. 
The chemistry of proteins, fats, carbohydrates, J:otabte water, baking powders, 
jellies, syrups, butter. oleomargarine, olive oil, salad oils, cheese, milk, food 
preservatives, artificial coloring, ftavoring extracts, habit·forming agents, tooth 
powders, and so forth . Recitations are held during laboratory periods. 
S 103. Chemistry of Foods and Food Products. Laboratory Courae. Credit 
two hours. Prerequisite, Chemistry 6 and 32 (or, preferably, Chemistry 7. 12, 
and 30). ~t T \y Th. 2-5. Caldwell Hatl250. Assistant Professor RICE. 
This is designed as a beginning laboratory course for students expecting to take 
further work in the chemistry of foods. The conventional "complete" analysis 
of carbohydrate foods is made. Examination and analysis of proteins, fats, 
carbohydrates, soaps, baking powders, jellies, syrups, butter, oleomargarine, olive 
oil, salad oils, cheese, milk, artificial coloring, flavoring extracts, and so forth. 
S 116. Special Topics and Research. Students desiring special adVaoced 
work in soils, fITtilizers, insecticides, fungicides, foods, dairy products, feeding 
stuffs, condimental stock feeds. etc., or those taking f1!search should register (or 
this course. One to three hours may be taken. Consult Professor CROSS or 
Assistant Professor RICE not later than registration day. 
ENTOMOLOGY 
S 4. Elemeotary Morpbology of Insects. Credit, three hours. Laboratory 
open daily except Sat., 8-5; Sat., 8-1. Twenty·one hours of laboratory work a 
week required. Roberts Hall 391. 
An introductory laboratory course required of aU students who plan to do 
advanced work in entomology. Laboratory fee, 12. 
S 5. Elementary Systematic EDtomolocy. Credit, two hours. Fifteen hours 
of laboratory work a week required. Must be preceded or accompanied by 
course S 4. Laboratory open daily except Sat., 8-5; Sat.,8-I. Roberts Hall 
391• 
.. Practice in the identification of insects and in the method of phylogenetic 
Rudy as illustrated by their wing venation. With course 4. required of aU 
students who plan to do advanced work in entomology. Laboratory fee. fl. 
Members of the Swnmer Session may attend, in Roberts 392, professor 
Matbeson',long·tenn course in General Entomology (Course 3: Lecture, W p, 9) 
without credit. 
FLORICULTURE 
nORICULTURE 
~I 
S I. GardenPlowen. Credit, one hour. Lectuns, hI W F, 8. Laboratory, 
P, 2-4.30. Greenhouses. Miss MINNS. 
This is designed as an elementary course to be of value in home flower garden 
Or school garden work . It is outlined so, as to acquaint students with the m?st 
vaJuable material for this work, and to cover methods of propagation 
and culture. 
S 2. Indoor Flower Growiac. C~dit, one hour. Lectures, T Th, It . 
Laboratory, T, 2-5. Greenhouses. Mr. PIIA,TT.. . 
The propagation and culture of plants SUltable (or wmtt'T gardens m school 
rooms, including a study of containers, ~ oilf. (er1ilizers. ins(.cticidc~, are the basis 
of this course. The selection of varieties of bulbs and thelT methods of l'ulture 
indoors are also oonsidered, as are also the method of propagation and general 
cact of species of plants suited for indoor culture. 
FORESTRY 
S I . The Tree and the ForHt. Credit, one hour. Lectures, T Th, 10. 
Pitld .. uk, M, 2-4.30. Forestry Building 122. Assistant Professor COLlISG-
• "000. 
This oourse lays emphasis on simple means of idcntification of the principal 
fOf'tSt trees. It includes a study of the characteristics of forest trees and forest , ; 
identification of and notes on the commercial use of a few of the principal kinds 
of wood; the life history of the forests and other facts fundamental to the right use 
of fJxuts. 
S 2 . Poreata &Ad Forestry. Credit, two hours. Lectures,).1 T W F. 8 . 
Field Work, Th, 2-4.30. Forestry Building 1l2. Assistant Professor COCLlSG-
'0'000. 
Topics to be considered are: the nature and scope of forestry: its branches 
and the methods employed in perpetuation of forests : the ( conomic usefulness of 
forests to the nation, including inBuence on stt'H.m·flow and the relation of the 
forEst to recreation; brief description of the forest regions of the t· nilcd Statl':>: 
what ls being done in Federal, State, and pr1nte forestry. 
So far as po.;.sible the lectures of each week .,ill be followed by practical 
obsuvation lessons in the field, whicb wiU aftord opportunities to see the applica · 
tiou 01. the principles diso'SSed in the lectures. 
HOIO BCOftOIllCS 
The courses in Home Eoooomics are planned to meet the needs of teachers in 
nual lCbools and colleges and extension y,-orkers. Por entrance nquirtments set 
P· 47· 11te courses in methods of taching are given in the Department of Rural 
EduClltion and dtlcription of these t.'OUtSeS .,in be found under that beading. 
S 3L IW.I .... , c- ill r ...... Put L Crodi •• 6ve hours. Lee • 
....... cIaiIy uoep. So •.• 8. Home Ecooomics Buildinc "'5. Proclice. doily 
CL:ept Sat., 9-1. Home Eooaomics BlIjldinc 200. Aaistaat Professor MOSES. 
SUMMER SESSION 
This course paraUets the regular course i::a foods and will be accepted as 
equivalent to the first term's work in Foods 3. Laboratory fee, $15. 
S 3b. Introductol'J Course in 'ooda, Part fi. Credit. four hoW'S. Pre-
requisite S 33. Lectures, daily except Sat., 9. Home EcoDOmics Building %45. 
Practice, daily except Sat., 10-1. Home Economics Building 205. Assistant 
Professor . 
This course patanels the regular course in foods and will be accepted as 
equivalent to the second term's work in Foods 3. Laboratory (ee, 'IS. 
Courses for establishing a fundamental knowledge of foods. The lectures ~U 
include a discussion of the composition and characteristics of foodstufl's: sources 
and methods of manufacture of foo:1s: prir.ciples of selection and methods of 
preparation of foods; preservation of foods; conservation of foods; comparative 
nutritive and economic values of various foods. Laboratory practice will be given 
in applying scientific principles to food-preparation. 
S 4. Dietetics. Credit, three hours. Lectures and recitations, daily except 
Sat., 9. Home Economics Building 100. Laboratory practice, T Th, 2-5.30. 
Home Economics Building 200. Written reviews for those wishing credit in the 
course, Sat., 9. Professor ROSE and Assistant Professor MONSCR. 
This course will include a discussion of the fundamental principles of nutrition 
as they apply to the human being ; the practical means of applying scientific 
principles in planning dietaries; special problems of nutrition, as the feeding of 
infants and children. The laboratory work will consist of exercises in estimating 
the comparative cost and nutritive value of various foods; in planai.ng &Dc! 
judging various types of dietaries, in preparin2 typical meals. Open only to 
students who have had course S 3 or its equivalent. Thiscourse does not parallel 
the regular course and is not accepted as a substitute from regular studeotL 
LaboTalory fee, '7.50. 
831. Nutrition of School Children. Credit, two hours. Plelequisite S 4 or 
its equivalent. Lectures and recitations, M W, II. Home Economics Building 
100. Laboratory practice, M W F, 2-5. Home Economics Building 205· Open 
only to students expecting to teach. Assistant Professor MONSCB. 
The nutrition of the school child and ways of improving it will be considered. 
Laboratory work will be conducted among groups of children of school ace-
LaboTatory fee, '5. 
8 So. Lunch Room M.D'cement. Credit.. four to seven bours. Oaly 
graduates of courses in Home Economics or persons baving successful practice 
in the management of food service for large numbers and practical knowledge 
of food preparation win be admitted to this course. Before rqistering, candidates 
must give satisfactory evidence of their ability. Daily from 7 a. m. to 7.30 p. m. 
with intervals of rest. Home Economics Cafeteria. Assistant Professor . 
An intensive course for training managers of school lunch rooms. cafeterias. or 
similar institutions. The course win inc!ude lectures, demonstrations, and Iabon· 
tory practice in management and organillation, systems of accounting, purchasing. 
marketing. and storage, quality judging of raw and cooked products. plAnning, 
pr<paring, and -w.g food in large qua. lily. The cafeteria ooaducted by the 
School of Home Il<oaomics win be used as a laboratory. Laboratory fee, '10. 
HOME BCONOMICS 53 
S 60. Clothia, ud Teztitel, latroductory CO\ItM. Credit, three hours, 
Practice. daily except Sat., 8-10.30. Home Economics Building 300. Lectures. 
M W P, 12. Home Economics Building 100. Number of students limited to 
fourteen. 
This course includes band and machine .ewing, the use of commercial patterns, 
drafting ud. delipi.ac of patterns, howehold mending, and simple embroidery. 
A cooIrio.aproo. • combination Nit, • lingerie blouse, and a petticoat are made. 
The work contists 01 demODItrations, discussions, and practice. Students provide 
aD materia.la.lUbject to the approval of the instructor. Estimated expense, '10 to 
$I.. !.aborat«y fee, '3· 
5 6.&. lh: I T Felidae, Surn, Course. Credit, two hours. Prerequisite 
course S 60 or ita equiva1eDt. Practice, daily except Sat., 8-10·30. Home 
Ewuomics Bqilding 300. Miss HUNTER. 
This course includes the desicnin&: and making of patterns, and the designing 
aDd .'kine 01. alimple afternoon dress iD cotton, a wool skirt, and an over· blouse. 
Each student prepares ber own dress form. 
The work """";sts of demonstrations, discussions. and practice. Students 
provide all dress materials, subject to the approval of the instructor; estimated 
c:ostfl.ch materia!s.'lo. t.boratoryfee, to cover cost of laboratory materials, 
'3· 
S 7CIa. Coutruct:iYe COitame Deeip. Credit, two hoW'S. Prerequisite 
S ~60 or ita equivalent and elementary design. Practice, daily except Sat., 2-5· 
Home Economics Building 300. Miss HUNTER. 
Tbia course iocludes a study of. the fundamental principles 0( design as ex-
PI' ed ill modem costume. ~tudeats develop these principles by means of paper. 
materials. aM blackboard Iketchina:. Desirning is done with fiat patterns and 
tbroagb. drapinr. Open only to students expecting to teach. Estimated expense, 
SS. 
S 75- Commercial Clothj"C IAltrudiOIL Credit, two t.o (our hours. Prereq-
uiaitoe or paraUel S 7011. Open only t.o students preparing to teach. Prerequi-
lites, courses S 60, S 6ra. lOla, or the equivaleot. Laboratory practice by a.rra.nge-
meoL Home ~cs CGotume Shop, Home Economics Building. Mrs. 
McIuoy and Miss BROOQNS. 
TbU "'""" considers problema of cit .... Id .. and shop management. The 
adeots work under iPltructcn exleienoed in commercial practice. Dress-
men", prob'erns in oonstructioa.. fitting, finishing, designing, and in meeting 
-... are __ . The shop is equipped as a typical shop with a number 
01. pUd wcrbri; hence an OPpol tWlity to work out problems in shop organjVltion 
and aynag"neat. 
sao. 1t_57ta., Millin..,. Ctedit, two hours. PJerequisite S 60 or its 
<quivoImt, "'-'itioe, doily .. copt Sat., IO.JO-I. Home Economics Building 
JO$. 
Tbia COWltlXWlsjde;rs the methods and manipulation in the coostructioo. 01 bat 
mmer oat of wire., buc::Iaam. willow, and a"inotine; the use and renovatioo c:J old 
1M&eriIJa; \hepr'tl*f&tioa of bim",i .... ; theltudy of color. shape. and trimminp 
utoateb\l:ity •• ,.cliner , and iDcome; ~ with commercially-made 
..... Sbadetl .. orideaUmateriaJsforbatl: ei';ft\atedc:ost.f6to'ro. Labora. 
lOry leo, 10 ...... _ fIllabcnt«y mata'iaII, '3. 
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S 12oa. 
UCept Sat., 
and others. 
Household Management. Credit, two hourS. lb..--tures, daily 
8. Home Economics Building 100. Professor VAN RItMSSIlLAU 
S 160. ExtensioD in Home E<:onomit8. Credit, two hours. Prereq'li!'"ite. 
graduation from accredited courses in Home Economics or the eqlliV3!'~t L....;. 
lures, M W F, 10. Home Economics Building 265. Pra(:tice, '1' Tho 2-~ 
Home Economics Building 265. Professor Vo\N RnSSSLAER and others. 
This course will include a study of the plans for extension work in New York 
State and in other typical states; legislation, both State and Federal, promoting 
extension work : programs for developing county extension work; state and other 
agencies already at work and the possibilitiw of co-operating with them. Pr0b-
lems in the formation of councils. WO"'l :n~ committees, project groups. office 
organization, and management; PO:> '" rj securing iunds; publicity. Oppor4 
tunity will be given for work and u' .servation in the field. Laboratory fee, '5. 
S 161. Projects for Eltensha Workers in Home Economics. Credit, two 
hours. Prerequisite, courses in food study, dietetics, and ' clothing construction. 
Lectures, T Th, 10. H01T!° Economics Building 265. Practice; M W F, 2-5. 
Home Economics Builrling 265. 
A course designed to give to the extension worker practice in organizing bome 
economics projects for individuals or groups. Special attention will be paid to 
projeC't s for nutrition classes, and school lunches. Suitable subject-matter for 
club programs. Study groups and extension schools wiD be outlined; materia) 
(or field uS(' will be collected; recent subject.matter on nutrition and clothing wiD 
be reviewed. Opportunity will be given (or observing project work in the field. 
Laboratory (ee, IS. 
The (ollowing sequence of subject.c: is recommended (or persons desiring to 
train themselves (or extension positions: 
I. Rural Education S 2 (educational psychology); see p. 66. 
2. Rural Organization S I; see p. 69. 
3. Home Economics S 160. 
4. Home E<:onomics S 161. 
The person desiring to prepare herscU for extension work in Home Economics 
should have a pleasing personality. executive ability. maturity of judgment. 
adaptability; should have good fundamental training in Home Economics; 
should be interested in people: and should have good health. 
LANDSCAPE ART 
S 3. Laadsc:ape PJ.aning and Planting. Credit, one bour. Lecture, F. 9· 
Practke, Th, 2- .';: F. 10-1. Landscape Art Building. Mr. PORTER. 
A discussion o( the principles underlying simple arrangements and planting 
in home grounds, school grounds., and Village-improvement. work. 
The course will consist of lectures to illustrate fundamental principles and of 
practice and field trips to observe land conditions; making small StlT'leys; pre-
paring simple p1ans: l~ing the common plants and utilizing them in plant.. 
ing practice. 
METBOROLOGY 
MlITEOROLOGY 
ss 
5 I. MeteoroiOQ and ClimltolOlJ· Credit, two hours. Lectures and 
discuSSions daily eKcept Sat., 10. Roberts HaU 292. Professor WILSON. 
This ~ is adapted to the needs of teachers and students of subjects in 
bich wea.ther and climate are important factors, particularly teachers of physical 
:....phy and general agriculttU'e. It is designed to acquaint the student with 
~be laws governing the primary and secondary circulation of the atmosphere and 
with the development, progression, and ronditions that attend cyclones, tornadoes. 
and other atmospheric phenomena. 
Attention is given to the principles and practice of weather forecasting trom 
weather maps and from local observations. 
S 2. Meteorology and ClimatolOl1, Laboratory Course. Credit, one hour. 
T Tho 2-5. or other periods to be 3rTanged. Must be accompanied by Course 
S I. Dairy Building 341. Professor WILSON. 
The work consists in the study of tbe principal weather and climatic elements 
with the aid of maps, charts, and instruments. The various meteorological 
instruments will be studied, as well as the methods of taking and recording the 
observations. 
NATURE STUDY 
S I. Geaenl nature Study. Credit, two hours. Lectwcs, M W F. 10. 
Field and laboratory observations, T Th, 10-12: 2-4.30. Roberts Han 302. 
Professor CoMSTOCK., Assistant Professor PALMER, Mr. RUSSELL, Miss GAUSE. 
The object of this course is to train teachers in makin~ personal observations 
aloog JeVerallioes of nature study and to give them a foundation for cafTyioJ!: on 
the work independently. As many as possible of the laboratory periods will be 
spent in the fields in the study of birds, trees, and plants. Special attention will 
be given to observing the relation of insects to flowers of field and garden. The 
lectures win supplement tbe field and laboratory work, and will also present 
practical methods for conductiog nature study in the grades. 
S 2. Elementary Scinte in the BiCb School. Credit, one hour. Lectures, 
M W. II. Place to be announ<:ed. Assistant Professor PALMEIl. This course 
is equivalent to course 63 given in the spring term. It is designed to ht"lp high 
scbool8Cience ,teachers in the organization of their material. to help them to know 
how to introduce scientific ideas to high school students, and to point out to 
teachers useful sources of information and supply. Only high school science 
teachers or students who have had course S I are eligible. 
S 3. It_tare Literature. Credit, one hOW". Lectures M W, II. Place to 
be anntlooeed. Only those who have bad course S I are eligible. A COUTSe in 
oa~study reference books and natw"e literature. Professor COMSTOCK. 
S 4. Friends ad EIIemin GI the Garda. Credit, two hours. Lectures, 
T Th. 8. Laboratory and field work, M W F, crll. Place to be announced. 
Mr. Duwu:... . 
. This course is designed especiaUy as aD aid to teachers of gardening. It deals 
WIth I'Unmon prden insects and their natural foes. The laboratory periods are 
devOI<d to. penoaa) study 01 the life-histories of insects. The method> employed 
may be ued in n&tuJ"e.study tes&ons supplementary to school gardeniD&. 
SUMMER SESSION 
S S· The Nature BuaJitta aa.d Poeta. Credit, one hour. r.ectures aDd 
conferencei, T Th, 1%. Place to be announced. Professor CoWSTOCK. 
ORNITHOLOGY 
S I. OrnitboloC)'. Credit, three hours. Lectures, M W F, II. McGraw 5. 
Laboratory, M W, '-5 or T Th, '-5. Field work, M W, or T Th, 5.JO-lla. m. or 
8-10.30. Assistant Professor ALUN, Mrs. ALLIN, and Mr. PlUIlE. 
This course is designed as an introduction to the study of birds and a knowl. 
edge of the common species. The lectures will cliscuu such subjects as ela-h .. 
tion, migration, coloration, song, nest·building, eggs, care of young, methods 01. 
attra{'tin~ birds, economic importance, etc. The laboratory practice witb bird 
skins will give an intimate knowledge of the birds of Eastern North America and 
familiarity with the use of a manual. The aim of the field work is the identifica-
tion of birds in their haunts and observations upon their habi ts Each student 
should be provided with Chapman's Ha?Jdbook of lJirds 0/ EatleNt Norl. A.meriAs 
and with field or opt'fa glasses. Laboratory fee, f2. 
S 2 . Applied Ornithology. Credit, two hours. Lectures, T Th, II. 
McGraw 5. Laboratory and field work, T Th, 2-5. Open only to those who are 
.... king the elementary course or who have had its equivalent. Assistant Professor 
ALLKN. 
This course is iDtended primarily for teachers or students who plan to go 
further with the study of ornithology. The lectures will discuss the field open to 
prospective ornithologists, methods of teaching, museum work and the prepara. 
tion of specimens. bird photography, biological surveys, wild life conservation. 
and game farming. The laboratory and field work will give practi<-al exercises. 
Laboratory fee. $ •. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Object. Legislation requiring that physical training shall be taught in public 
schools has created a demand for teachers and supervisors of this subject. There 
is also need (or teachers who can supervise health education, for playeround. 
supervisors, and for coaches and athletic directors. In order to assist persons who 
desire to prepare for work of this kind, the New York State College of Agriculture 
has designed a schedule of carefully graded courses requiring four swnmer schools 
for completion. This arrangement of work enables students, teachen, and super-
visors to enter upon a complete and systematic study of physical education Wltil 
the summer school certificate has been earned. It also enables them to engage in 
teaching during the year and thus acquire necessary experience. 
TuitioD. See page 47. Admission to classes is restricted to the duly regis-
tered 8tudents. All students regi$tered for physical education are required to 
pay an incidental fee of '5. 
• • 
Acfqnced StandiDc. Students desiring advanced standing in ph)'lic:al educa· 
tion will be required to send a certilied copy of the courses in which they wiJb to 
receive aedit, with a statement of thi! amount and cbaractet of work aoormplisMd. 
to Laurence S. HiD, in care of the College of Agriculture. Ithaca, N. Y., at 1eut 
cme week before the session opens. or to ... an euminatioa. in th"Jl! subjectlia 
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which they wiIh to receive credit. Esaminations for this ptup06e will be con· 
ducted ill Roberta Hall, July I, at 9 o'clock. 
Certileatea. At the end of each summer aesaion a certificate of attendance is 
iaoued to all studen .. completing satiafactory .. ork. See pal' 10. Stud ..... 
d" 'dill to receive the summer school certificate in physical education will be 
required to complete the work as outlined for the four summer schools or their 
eqaivalePt. No certificate will be awarded to any student who has not attended 
.t least two tun .-ons. No studeot will be admitted to the courses without 
approval of his program. Students doing satisfactory work will be recommended 
to the State Department of Education for temporary certificates. Upon the com· 
pletion of the four years of work, they will be recommended for a permanent 
certi6cate in IUch states as grant these certificates. 
A.'"iI .. ioa.. 5fe page 47. 
PIo",DtUfd, Tecums Gnd DUtClors:-
P« those desiring to equip themselves as playground teachers and directors 
the faIJowina courses are essential: 
Pbysical Education S I. Hygiene. 
Physical Educatioo S 4. School Yard Athl .. ics. 
Rural Education S 2. Educational Psychology. 
Pbysical Education S 21. Pbysical Diagnosis. 
Physical Educatioo S 33. Pageantry. 
Physical Education S 8. Track and Field Athletics. 
Physical Education S 35. Swimming. 
Physical Education S 30. Pirst Aid. 
Physical Educatioo S 29. Special Methods. 
Activities: Games of low and high organization; apparatus; rhythmic steps; 
folk duciog; EngIisb and American country dancing; special (eatW"ft, organized 
_ ... aod genonJ practice. 
AIileIN: c..c .... -
Por those desiring to equip themselves as athletic coachn;, the ronowing courses 
are entiat: 
PbysicaI Education S 30. Pint Aid. 
Physical Education S 29. Special Methods. 
Physical Education S 31. M«hanotherapy. 
Physica1 Educatioo S 2. Pint Y ... Prattico. 
Physical Education S 22. Third Year Practice. 
PbysicaI Educ:alioo S .. School Yard Athletics. 
Phy.w:..t Bducatioa. S 6. Soocer. 
PbysicaI Education S 7. _ball. 
Pb,lical Educ:ation S 8. Traclc aDd Field Athletics. 
PbysicaI Bdacation S 9. Hockey and Tennis. 
Pbysica1 Educ:alioo S 10. P_t.D. 
Educ:atioo,S 20. ~- . 
...... bog. 
~~ ~4n' .,u .... 10 becDffte GCfWOiak4 MIA pIG",Mlrul octict.tUJ 
..... dind;,. ou $"~. ,.,11/ ""'fer rilr lIr. Hill rep,.,., 1M If''''' "."" ,. _en litV.#¥CfdJ ",dleM., 
, 
~' 
• 
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SUMMER SESSION 
Costume.. Women Mid provide themselves with all-white middy blOUlel 
(no colored collars), black or dark blue bloomers, black &oUotf, st«1rinp., black 
ties, and white tennis shoes. 
Men musl provide themselves with quarter.sleeve tennis or gymnasium shirts 
long Y. M. C. A. trousers (blue with white stripe), and white tennis shoes. • 
ResideDtial halls. room., board. See page 10. It is suggested that wome:o 
students in Physical Education apply for rooms in Sage College, in which oneal the 
gymnasiums is located. Rooms are reserved in the order of application. 
FIRST YEAR 
S I. HygieDe. Credit, two hoUTS. Daily, 8. McGraw Hall. Dr. Vd 
WAcaNaN. 
The course will consist of lectures,1antern slide and chart exhibits, and practical 
:, 
demonstrations of method. The general laws of health will be discussed. inducting I 
the essentials of sanitary science, personal hygiene, community hygiene, home 
hygiene, and the public health movement in general. The recognized divisions 
of educational hygiene will be considered with special emphasis upon the scope 
and methods of school medical inspection, school nursing, control of communicable 1 
diseases in the schools, operation of school clinics, organization of health clubs, 
location and treatment of children mentally or physically exceptional or defective, 
the approach to nutritional problems of school children; and the development of 
a system of records in the administration of the foregoing lines of health activity. 
The work of the school nurse will be considered in detail and the training in 
practical methods will be of a character to render correlation or actual amatgama. 
tion of the duties of the school nurse and the teacher of physical training effective 
where such fusion may seem desirable. 
Special attention will be given to the consideration of rural health problems as 
they present themselves to a community health leader or organizer. The health 
problems peculiar to high schools and gymnasiums will also be indicated, with 
certain aspects of school sanitation of special significance in the daily routine of. 
the worker in health.education. 
S 2. Fint Year Practice. Credit, two hours. Daily except Sat. p. m., crll, 
3·30-4.30. Gymnasium. 
This course includes elementary practice in calisthenics. schoolroom tactics, 
Swedish gymnastics, rhytlpnic steps, Indian clubs., wands, dumb-bells, apparatus, 
tumbling, aesthetic and athletic dancing. and games of low aDd high organization. 
S 3. Histology aDd Anatom,. Credit. two hours. Lectures and laboratory, ~ 
daily. II-I. McGraw Hall. Mr. EcKLEY. 
In this course the various tissues and organs of the humaD body will be lI'1udied '~ 
briefly in their minute structure in the laboratory. This work will be 5t1ppl~ 
mented by lectures illustrated with charta and lantern slides. Demonstration of. 
specially prepared microscopic sections including a brief consideration 01 embryol-
ogy wilJ be included. 
Anatomy in its groos aspect wilJ be Plesented througb the medium of ~ 
models, diagrams, lantern slides, museum preparations. and Jiving models. the 
chief purpose being to familiarizE' the- student with tbe anatomy of the body u it 
presents itself to the teacher of physical training. 
• 
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S oJ. School Tlld Athletic.. Credit, one hour. DaBy except Sat., 2·30. 
Gymnasiwn and Athletic Field. Mr. HUTCHINSON . 
(0) Group Athletics: 
In thiI course the pnenJ idea of group athletics, the badge test, organizations, 
and athletic meetsy with tpeCial reference to rural districts, will be taken up and 
practical demonstntions eiven. 
(b) Conduct of P2aygrounda; Construction and Equipment; Games: 
TbiJ coone deals with play programs, how to organize a playground staa, how 
to plan aod construct. playground, its equipment, the fieJd house and the details 
concerned in playground management, administration of municipal recreation, 
legislation, budget-making, the relation of recreation executives to the community 
and itt various activities. 
SECOND YEAR 
Rmal Bducatioa. Course S 2. Daily except Sat., 8. See page 66. 
S 12. Socoa.d Year Practice. Credit, two hours. Daily except Sat. p . m., 
crll,3-30""4-3O. Gymnasium. 
Seoood yea.r or intermediate practice includes wands, tactics, Inman clubs, 
dumb-bells, Swedish gymnastics. tumbling. apparatus, singing games and story 
plays, .estlletie and athletic dancing, IUld games of low aDd high organization. 
SIl- PbpiolOCJ. Credit,onehour. Daily,ll . Mc.GrawHaU. Dr. VAN 
W4GENBlf. 
This course will cover the phases 01 physiology that are essential to the 
teecbeJ" ol physical miniDC'. 
S 14- Public SpeUiDc. Credit, two hours. Daily except Sat., la. G. S. a6 . 
A-stant Prof SFIJI" HUNT. 
Tninjnl in aJl"lect and effective spee-h: with particular attention to tone and 
diItinct:ness of uttenmoe. Brief apeecbc:s before the claa. 
S 15- Anatomy. Review. Credit, ODe hour. Daily, a.30. McGraw Hall. 
Dr. VAN W4G8HBN. 
THIRD YBAIl 
S 20. PriadpI .. ""d Pnlc:tices 01 ScoIltiJlc. Credit. one hour. Daily .. cept 
Sat., .. Gymn·';um. Mr. HBUfOLD. 
Tbia c:oune iI inteaded to give a reneral knowledge of the Boy Scout Move--
meat, ,',.;,,&: th"J I! who plan to enter the field as Scout Leaders and othen 
iDtoreoted in hoy welfare. ""'- the suhjecto to be coosidered .... : the 
PIYCboJocy 0( Je.denbip, camping, ';1".Oing, maps aDd map making, and biking. 
S 2,. PIl,_ Diapooia. Credit, ODe hour. Daily, 9- MeG" .. , Hall. 
Dr. VAX WACBHHH. 
~ C:OW* iI desicned to familj'riae the student with metboch of physical 
""""'''0" ADd. the modern di'poetic proaeduns available. The normal will ~ be d ·" .. ozaled and then the various deportura frOOl the normal will be 
'ncfiQted and ctir· ed. The diapoIia of the dbM'M and pbysical defects 01. 
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school children will be covered from the practical aspect and with the aim of civiac 
the student a working knowledge of the conditions she will actually face in daily 
routine as a school nune or as a teacher of physical training. 
Rural Education S 4. Daily except Sat .• 10. See page 66. 
S 22. Third Yeu Practice. Credit, two hours. Daily except Sat. p.m., 
II-I: 3.30-4.30. Gymnasium. 
This COW'Se includes advanced work in Swedish gymnastics. tactics. apparatua, 
Indian duM. wands. folk dancing, higbly organized games such as voDey baD, 
captain ball, and basketball, aesthetic and athletic dancing, and games of low 
and high organization. 
S 24. Jtia.esiology. Crec:lit, one hour. Daily except Sat., 2.30. Gym. 
nasium Lecture Hall. Mr. HAYES. 
This course deals with the principles and mechanisms of bodily movements. 
The mechanism of representative types of exercise is studied for the purpose of 
determining. as far as possible, their immediate and permanent effects upon health. 
FOURTH YEAR 
S 29. Method and Practice of Teaching Phyai.eal EduutiOlL Credit, two 
hours. Daily. 8. Demonstrations. Daily except Sat., 2.30. Gymnuium. 
Mr. Hlu .. 
This course will include the theory o( teaching gymnastics and caJistheaica. 
simple gymnastic positiCtru' and movements, miscellaneous exercises, gymnasium 
tactiC!":, and apparatus work; the pedagogical piinciples involved in calisthenics or 
drills, the physiological principles, general order of exercise in a drill, (actors 
which should guide in the selection of exercises: how to write a drill and bow to 
plan gymnastic lessons (or use in the elementary schools: the principles of posture. 
The methods of teaching physical training, observation, and criticism, and the 
actual presentation of assigned work will be included in this course. Work . 
adapted to rural schools will receive special emphasis. Practice under schoolroom 
conditions with children of various grades will be offered. 
S 30. First Aid. Credit, one hour. M W P, to. Gymnasium LectureHaU. 
Mr. Ecn.EY. 
Tbe principles and methods of first aid will be fully disc'lssed and demon-
strated, stress being placed upon the actual practice by the student of the various 
procedures under the direct supervision IX the instructor. The course wiD 
completely cover the requirements of the Red Cross First Aid Certificate. 
S 3t. Mecb,notberap)'. Credit, one hour. Daily, 10. Gymnasium Lec-
ture HaU. Miss WATERMAN. 
(al Prescriptioo 01 exercise: diagnosis, selection. and arrangement 01 
eu:rcise. commensurate with patient's age. strength, geoeral ooostitutioo, and 
mode of living. Exercise for the COITection of postural and structural defects.. 
(b) M· ge: principles and application of message; object of. treatmeDt; 
physiological effects: ga>eraJ rules. 
S 32. Fomth y_ Prutlte. Credit. two hours. Daily except Sot. po ... 
II-I; 3.30-4.30. 
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ATHLETICS 6. 
Work in sped.1 featuree; tactics, apparatus, English country dancing. 
American country dancing. Indian clubs, highly organiJed games, interpretative 
and athletic dancing, wands, are taught in this course, which is (or advanced 
""dents. 
The oourses as outlined under Pirlt. Second, Third, and Fourth years are 
required of candidates for the certificate. 
Eleetive. 
S 33- PqeaatIJ. Credit, one hOllr. DailY.2.Jo. Gymnasium. Miss 
P.nsoJ($. 
l.ectw"es and ciemOllStrations on pageantry. The history of pageantry; it' 
educatioaal a.od cxmmunity value; the relation of history. poetry, song, Colk lore. 
and drama to paaeu1try; the writina. directing. and producing of a pageant; 
grouping and pageant acting; costuming; the production of a pageant. iJ condi-
tions permit. The production of small festivals and school celebrations for 
various occasions. The class will plan original scenes and episodes. Inter· 
pretative dancing offered in the fourth year wiU be closely allied with this course. 
S35- Sw1mminc· Daily, except Sat. Hour to be arranged. 
Instruction in swimming, life saving, and resuscitation. The various swim· 
ming strokes will be- demonstrated and taught. The course is open to a limited 
oamber. Special fee. '10. 
BquitatlOlL Daily. Hours to be ananged. Major CHRISTIAN, First Set· 
paD' JENSBN, Sergeaota ANDERSON and McFARLAND and Private CABILJ. of the 
Pidd AttiIlay Detachment, Cornell Univemty. 
S J6. Bltmeatary ClUI (Ilea). Practical equitation and horsemanship; 
ocmeoclature; care of horses aad of equipment: management of the stable; 
the at; the aids; work on the track; posting; CI'OSS--oountry riding. 
S 37. IAdia, Ctau (W'omea.). A course more elementary than 5 36. yet 
ooveriog much the same ground. Selected mounts. 
S 38. Adnaeed C1ua. Por men who have had experience in riding. The 
.. t; the rein; lee aids; eurciaes on long lines with and without stirrups; 
eJa'Qses on the circle; posting; the walk. trot. and gallop; jumping; cross· 
cocwtry ridiD&:; the c:we. cooditiooing. and training of horses. 
S 39- 110'11"" Gymautica. Por aU classes. EUI'cises. mounted and di,.s.. 
mounted; the vault, the tum; Roman and Co II pek riding; exerciS6 in the indOOr" 
ridiDc baD. 
COURS!!S IJf A TBLBnCS 
(IIoq •• 4 III .... dldal .. for til. corti.cote) 
It is not p<'"'ble f« ItUdea.ta \0 complete the foUowiDc: athletic courses in aoy 
ODe pammer. Studeota are .. Iced to chooIe wisely and extend the work of tbe 
ait.entoIxa propam oyez- three or more years. 
S 6. "DCer. Credit, ODe hour. Daily ezcept SAt. 4-45. Girls' Athletic 
., '1 Mr. HnCBlHSOlI. 
Pun i'Wb .. ti<m is giveD in IOCCa •• came cimi'tr to field hockey, in .hich the 
lime bu-.tion. ia UNd. The came is extremdy popular in rural rommunitie&. 
• 
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TIME SCHEDULE AND INSTRUCTORS 
Firat Year 
NEW ARlIoIORY 
8:00- 9:00 Special Course for the Teacher of th(' One-Room School-
(S 40), Miss . 
8:<Nr 9:00 Hygiene (8 I), McGraw HaU, Dr. Van Wagenen 
9 :15- 9:35 Tactics, M. W . F ., Miss Fitts 
Gymnastics Ib, T. Th. S., Mr. Krimmel 
9:35- 9:55 Apparatus, M. W. F., Miss Fius and Mr. Krimmel 
Gymnastics la T. Th. S., Miss Watennan 
9:55-10:15 Apparatus, M. W. P ., Mr. Krimmel and Miss Fitts 
Tumbling, T. Th. S., Mr. Krimmel 
10:15-10=35 Dumb bells, M. W. F., Miss Fitts 
Wands, T. Th. S., Mr. Hill 
10:40-11:00 Rhythmic Steps, M. W. P., Miss Parsons 
Indian Clubs, T. Th. S., Mr. Hill 
II :10-12.00 Histology and Anatomy (8 3), Mr. Eckley 
Lecture and Laboratory, McGraw Hall 
12:00- J:OO Hm.ology and Anatomy (53), Mr. Eckley 
Lecture and Laboratory, McGraw Hall 
1:00- 2:J0 Hour for luncheon 
2:30- 3:30 Schoolyard Athletics (84). Mr. Hutchinson 
3 :30- 4 :00 Aesthetic Dancing, Miss Parsons 
4:00- 4:.30 Athletic Dancing, Mr. Hayes , 
4:45- 5:30 Track and Field Athletics (8 8), SchoeUkopf 
Women, Miss Fitts; Men, Mr. Hayes 
4:30- 5:30 Football (5 10), Mr. Eckley 
Seeood Year 
OLD ARlIoIORY 
Educational Psychology (R. E , S 2) 
Caldwell Hall JOO, Profe&5Or Luse 
Wands, M. W. P., Mr. Hill 
Tactics, T. Th. S., Miss Fitts 
Indian Clubs, M. W. F., Mr. Hayes 
Dumb Bells, T . Th. 5., Miss Fitts 
Singing Games, M. W, F., Miss Parsons 
Gymnastics lI, T. Th. 5., Mr. Hayes 
Tumbling, M . W. p " Mr. Krimmel 
Apparatus, T. Th. 5., Miss Fitts and Mr. Krimmel 
Twnbling, M. W. p ,. Mr. Krimmel 
Apparatus. T . Th, S., Miss Fitts and Mr. Krimmel 
Physiotogy_ (5 13), Or. Van Wagenen 
McGraw Hall 
Public Speaking, (5 14), Professor Hunt, G. S. 26 
Hour for luncheon 
Anatomy Review (S IS), Dr. Van Wagenen, McGraw Hall 
Aesthetic Dancing, Mr. Hayes 
Athletic Dancing, Mr. Hayes 
Soccer (S 6) Mr. Hutchinson 
Athletic Field 
Hockey and Tenn i " (59), Miss Waterman 
Football (5 10), Mr. Eckley 
The letter and number in parenthesis refer to the course as described in the Summer Scho
ol Announcement. 
Third Y •• r 
OLD ARMORY 
8:00- 9:00 Scouting, (820), Mr. Heinold 
9:00-10:00 Pbywical Diagnosis (821), 
Dr. VanWapnea, McGraw Han 
10:10-1 t:oo Principia of Teaching (R. E. S .). 
Caldwdl Hall 100, Prof~ Stewart 
n:15-II:.1s"Tactic:a. M. W. P., Mr. Hill 
Gymnastics Ill, T. Th . S:. Miss Watmnan 
11=40-12:00 Wandl, M. W. P., Mr. Hili 
Indian Clubs. T. Th. S., Mr. H~)'cs 
13:05-12 :25 Apparatus, Miss Pitts and Mr. Krimmel 
13;10- ':00 Buketball, M. W. F., Mr. Yavits 
Polk Dancing, T. Th. S., Miss Fitts 
1:00- 2:.)0 Hour for luncheon 
2:.)0- 3:.)0 Kineaiology (8 24). Gymn;l :-; ium Hall 
Mr. Hays 
3:J0- 4:00 G·met, Mr. Krimmel 
4:00- 4:.)0 Aesthetic Dancing. Mis ... Parsons 
3'3<>- 4'30 B ... baJl (S 7), Men, ~Ir . Eckley Women, ~Ir. Hutchinson 
4=45- 5:30 Socoe:I (S 6), Mr. Hutchinson, Athletic Field 
Hockey and Tennis (59), Miss Waterman 
4:.'0- S:Jo Pootball (5 10), Mr. Eckley 
Fourth Yea 
5p<cial Methods (5 '9), Mr. HiD 
Pint A;d (S 30), M. W. P., Mr. Eckley 
Special Lectures. T. Th. S., Mr. Coop 
Ma.ssaJe (S JIB), M. W. F., Mia Waterman 
Prescnption of Exercise (5 31A), Miss Waterman 
English Country Dancing. M. W. P., Miss Parsons 
Tactics, T. Th. S., Mr. HiD 
Apparatus, Miss Fitts and Mr. Krimmel 
Interpretive Dancing (Women), M. W. F., Miss Parsons 
American Country Dancing, T. Th. S., Mr. Hill 
Interpretative Dancing. M. W. P., Miss Parsons 
Boxing and Wrestling, T. Th. S., Mr. Krimmel 
Hour for luncheon 
Demonstration School (529), Mr. Hill 
Pageantry (S 3:}), Miss Parsons,Gymnasium Hall 
Games, Mr. Krimmel 
Baseball (57). Men, Mr. Eckl~, 
Women, Mr. Hutchinson 
Soccer, (56), Mr. Hutchinson, Athletic Field 
Hockey and Tennis, (S 9), Miss Waterman 
Football (5 10), Mr. Eckley 
SUMMER SESSION 
S 7. BasebaU. Credit, one hour. Daily. 3.30. Athletic Field. Mr. 
ECKLEY. 
Theory and Geld practice. Batting; bunting; fielding; base Noni",; 
position play; offensive team play; defensive team play; battery strat;eey: 
training a school team: base sliding; drawing throw to first, second, or third; hit 
and run; positions infielders should play; discussion of rules. 
S 8. Track and Field Athletics. Credit, one hour. Lectures and prac:tice. 
daily except Sat., 4.45. SchoeUkopf Field. Miss FIns and Mr. HAYES. 
The work consists of the theory and practice of the various,track and field 
events for men and women, such as hurdling, standing and running broad jump, 
standing and running high jump, racing start, short and long distance running, 
shot put, baseball throw, and basketball throw. The duties of officials are 
thoroughly explained, studied, and practised; meets are organized and COD-
ducted. 
S 9. Boeke,. and Tennis. Credit, one hour. Alternatin$ days, 4.45. 
Girls' Athletic Field. Miss WATERMAN. 
Full instruction is given in field h.ockey, a popular athletic game, which affords 
exhilaration as weU as plenty o( vigorous exercise. A definite explanation and a 
thorough study of each rule is made, the advantages and disadvantages of certain 
pJays are (uUy discussed and demonstrated, and actual participation in competi-
tive games is experienced. In tennis the various strokes, methods of serving and 
receiving are taught, as well as the advantages of matches and tournaments. 
S 10. Footb.... Credit, one hour. Daily except Sat., 4.30. Gymnasium 
and SchoeUkop( Field. Mr. ECKLEY. 
Theory and field practice. Training and demonstrations; discussion of pre-
liminary and (undamental football; pre-seasonal conditioning; falling on the 
ball; how to hold a ball; punting; place kicking, drop kicking. and goallcicking 
&om touchdown; use of the straight arm; judging and catching punts; kick: off-
different formations used; positions of play and how to play them: system of 
signals; generalship; offensive and defensive tactics; teamwork; formatiOll$ 
and plays; systems of coaching; discussions of rules:. 
Basketball. Theory and Practice. This course is offered as part of the 
Third Year Practice Course, S 22. Mr. YAVlTS. 
Technique of basket shooting, shooting from tbe (outline, catching and passing 
the ball, how to select forwards. centers, and guards; training, (ormations used. 
different styles of play. team work, systems of signals. discussioo of rules. 
Men and women take most of the practical work in common, except the heavier 
forms of gymMStics and athletics. 
S 40. General Course in Calisthenics and Rec::reatiOD. for tbe Ct· .. iCM8 
Teaeber. Credit, one hour. Daily except Sat .• 8. Gymnasium. 
Drill in giving response and rbythmic conunands. securing responses. graded 
marching tactiC", free gymnastics. mimetic exercises. rbythmical steps. and super-
vised recreational activities. The various divisions eX the State syllabus of 
physical training and contents will be considered. 
POULTRY HUSBANDRY 
POULTRY HUSBANDRY 
5 I. PriDdplu ad Practice 01. Poultry M·o'cemeat. Credit, four hours. 
Lectures, daily, 9. Poultry Building 325. Laboratory, T Th F, 2-4.30, Poultry 
Building 300. P1<II_ Kmn. 
Deoigned primarily for teachers of agricultural high schools and other second. 
ary qricu1tur&1 schools. The course consists of trurty·six lecture; and prelimi· 
nary exammatiODs, and eighteen laboratory practice periods as they would be 
taught in one term 01 the high school, and includes a general discussion and 
practical application ot the principles of incubation; brooding; rearing; feeding; 
iDumination; bieeding for constitutional vigor; egg productioo. Sanitation 
and dj-eue; markmn,; bOllsing; and general poultry fann management. 
Labantory loe, '3. 
S 2. 'arm Poultry. Credit, one hour. Lectures, M \V, 10. Poultry Build-
ing 375- Laboratory, M. 2-4.30. Poultry Building 300. Assistant Professor 
BoIUOU. 
An abbreviated COW'9I dealing with thf' most important principles of PouJtry 
HUIbudrv and their application on the farm. Laboratory fee, $1 . 
g 3. '"dirac Pnctlce. Credit. one hour. Must be accompanied by 
course S lor S 2. Practice, three .abort periods a day. including Sunday. for 
lis we b; momine.7.30-8.15; noon, U.4S-I.JO: night, 4.30-5.00. Poultry 
tiding. AsaistaDt Professor BO'fSPC)IlD. 
Practice in feectinc for egg production and for fatteninc:; includes preparation 
formarket, record-"eeping. and general care and management of fowls. Assigned 
nadine aDd a writteD eumin.tion will be required. Laboratory fee, f •. 
S 3b. IDtuboliDc Practice. Crectit, one-balf hour. Must be accompanied 
by couroe S. or S 2. Practice. three abort periods a day, including Sunday, 
for __ : morniJJg, 7.30-8,'5: 00011, 12-45-'.30: nigbt. 4.~5.oo. 
Poultry Building. Alsiatant Prof .. Of BOTSFORD. 
Practice in opeIatirag incubators; disinfecting. keeping recouis. testing eggs. 
IIld reoaaJ man'Cemeot of the hatch. Assigned reading and a written examina-
tion will be required. Laboratory l<e. '1. 
S 4· Bloo4inl Practiu. Credit, one-baH hout. Must be accompanied by 
• __ .... S I orS 2. Practice, three abort peaioda a day, including SWlday. for 
three wph; 1DOI'DiDg.7.30-8.15; nooa, 12-45-•. 30; night. 4.30-5.00. Poultry 
BaiJdinc. Allisbmt Prof at" BOiilOilD. 
Practice iD ~~ding. baooding. and caring for young chicks; keeping 01 
~paature, food, ADd C10wth teClAck. AIIigDed readinC and a written eza.mina. 
- will be required. lAboratory (<e, ••. 
S S. ........ " Proctice. Credit, one-half hour. Must be occowpeoied 
by CC?'" S • or S 2. Oae hoar doily by oppointmeat lor lis _Irs Poultry 
BaiJctinc 100. A • tult Prof nil Bo'&OaD. 
~ iD dnninC. teI.inc. pding, ~ckinC, and ahippiDg eggs and in 
PftPW ... poaltry fer OW'ket. AIIigDed readin, and. • writteD. namination wiD 
be ""laked. Laboratory fee, ••. 
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RURAL EDUCATION 
Courses S 2, S 4. S 10, S 16. S 17. S 18, S 19. S ;22, S 30. S 40. and S 41, are 
open to an students. Courses 5 6, S 7. S 14. and S 20 are limited to students in 
vocational education. Persons should consult with the instructors in charge of 
these courses before registering for them. 
S 2. Educational Psychology. Credit, two hours. Section It daily except 
Sat., 8. Caldwell Hall 100. Section II, daily except S., 10. Farm Manage. 
ment 10'1. Professors KRUSE and LUSE. 
The original nature of man, reflexes, instincts. and inborn capacities; laws rI. 
learning and habit formation; acquisition of motor control; practice and im· 
provement; memory; transfer of training; mental fatigue: individual dif. 
ferences. 
S 4. Principles of Teaching. Credit, two hours. Daily except S., 10. 
Caldwell Hall 100. Professor STEWART, 
A consideration of the problems of teaching in the light of the principles ci 
education involved, such as motivating study, culti .... ting interest, organizing 
materials, selecting and solving problems, dritting, planning class work, questioo-
ing, measuring results. 
This course is planned primarily for students in Physical Education. Other 
students should consult the instructor in charge of the course before registering. 
S 6. Apieulture in the Hlgh Sehool. Credit, two or three hoW'S. Students 
should consult with the instructor before registering. Lectures and discussiODl, 
daily except Sat., 9. Laboratory. T Th, 2-4 .30. Caldwell Hall 282. Professor 
STEWART. 
This course deals with the purposes of vocational education, organization of 
subject-matter, selection of texts, equipment, home projects, and extension 
activities of the agricultural instructor, with special reference to the department 
of vocational agriculture in the New York State high school. 
S 7. Home Economics in the High Sc:hool. Credit, three hours. Lectures 
and discussions, daily, 8-10. Conference hours, Monday and Wednesday, II. 
Home Economics 265. Acting Professor BINZEL. 
This course includes lectures, discussions, observation of teaclUng, and teach-
ing. Problems treated; plant and equipment; text books; references; illustra-
tive material; critical study of and preparation of eourses of study; borne pr0-
ject; school lunch; budgets; relation of home economics department to school 
and community; review and direct application of educational theories to PI esenta-
tion of subject-matter. 
S 10. Edueatiooal Measurement. Credit, two hours. M W F, 2-3·30· 
Caldwell HaU 282. Professor Kltus£. 
The need, the means, and the general method of measurement in education; 
typical tests and scales from the viewpoint of use by the teacher, the supervisor, 
and the administrator; elementary statistical terms and methods; t:.eachers' 
marks as measures of school work. 
S 14. Teaeher-Training Institutions for Teaehers of Acritultural VocatiODl. 
Credit, two hours. Daily except Sat., 10. Caldwell Han 282. Professor 
EATON. 
RURAL EDUCATION 
This cours~ will be hued upon a study of the work of teachers of agricultural 
vocations in secondary schools. In the light of such study will be discussed : 
(I) the demands upon the teacher in terms of capacities and abilities: (2) current 
and ideal standards of qualification in teachers: (3) the aims, admission require-
ments, course, content, methods, and administrative organization of institu-
tions (or the training of te&chers of agricultural vocations. 
S 16. Rural Secondary Education_ Credit, t",·o hours. Daily except 
Sat .• :I. Caldwell Hall 143. Assistant Professor FERRISS. 
A course dealing with basic problems of mo1ern secondary education in its 
adaptation to rural conditions. Special consideration is given to the junior 
high school as a practicable fonn of high-school organization for the rural com-
munity. Other guiding topics are: the scope and functions of the secondary 
schoo1, present demands upon the rural secondary school, the rural senior high 
school:, prevocational and vocational work, educational and vocational guidance. 
atra-dassroom activities, needed forms of extension work in the rural high school, 
selection of subject·matter and organization of the cuniculum. 
S 17. The Rural and Villace PriocipaJsbip. Credit. two hours. Daily 
except Sat., 8. Caldwell Hall 143. Assistant Professor FEICRI ....... 
A course designed primarily for principals of high schools having also the ell" 
mentary grades and for those preparing for such positions. It deals with such 
practical problems as: the preliminary organization of the work of the school ; 
the keeping and use of schooJ records; the t('Sting, grdding, and promotion of 
pupils; school government and problems of discipline: direction and control of 
pupil's activitits, pupil guidance, and the supervision of IlUpil's study: aims and 
methods of supervision, teachers' mcc.·tings ; measurement of teachers' efficiency: 
the problrm of scIlool exercises; the principal and the community. 
S 18. State and County Educational Administration. Credit, two hours. 
Daily tlCept Sat., 9. St&e Hall 19l. Professor BlTTERWOkTH. 
Principles of State direction: types of State educational organization: the 
OluDty unit; district, township, and community types of control: problems of 
FederaJ leadership: functions of educational executin"S; sourc('S of school funds; 
unit 0061$; budget making. 
S 19· Admioiltratin Prot.leml of Diltrict and Couot)' SuperinteDdeDti. 
Credit., two hours. Daily except Sat., II . Stone Hall 19l. Professor Bl·TTER. 
_TH. 
This coune will consider some of the chief problems of thE: superintendent 
as the responsible rural scb.oolleader: (I> ideals of such leadership and methods ~ IeCUriac community ~tion in making leadenhip effective; (l) an evalua. 
tioa of tbe lqal responsibility and. authority of the superintendent: (3) tbe school ~t 1'I'!eaptring it. remodeling old buildings. development of plans for a con. 
ooIidated_; (4) ...... ar<! rural schools; (s) problems in lb. financial support 
01 rur:ar ~catioo; (6) consolidation--diffiadties, methods. plans for local 
C:OlllOl:idatioq surveys; (7) pupil accounting-:limimatioo and retardation in 
runJ e.11O!lIa; an evaluation of New Yotk and other fret...tuition and c:ompubory ~ 1& ... ; (8). "Y'tem of .-. for Ih< rural sclwol adminiSlTator; 
« ..... lar problema according to tbe needs of the class. 
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S 20. AdminiltratiOil aDd Supervision of Vocational Acrituttur.. Credit 
two hours. Daily except Sat., 8. Caldwell Hall 143. Professor WOlEs. 
This course is designed for persons engaged in supervision of vocational agri-
culture or those planning to enter such work. It deals with administration and 
supervision of agricultural education under the Vocational Education Act; State 
legislation, related Federal legislation, curricula. Visits to schools in New York 
and adjacent states arE' required as a part of the oourse. 
S 22. Supervision of Rural SehooJl. Credit, two hours. Daily ezoept 
Sat .• 8. Farm Management 101. Professor Luu. 
This course is deyoted to a practical consideration of the district superio.. 
tendent's problems in supervising rural schools. Such topics as the following 
will form the content of the course: (a) How can the rural schools be organized 
so as to accomplish the rt>quired work? (b) What is a practical daily ptOfIam 
(or a one-teacher school with eight grades? (c) How can the rural teaeber be 
helped to use the state course of study effectively? (d) By what means can the 
tt"achers' initiative and inteTt'St in the work be developed? (e) How can standard 
tests be used as a means of supervision f The experience of the class, the methods 
and results in other states, and the best suggestions from principles of educatioa 
will be utilized to develop practical plans of supervision. 
S 30. Problems of Teacher-Tnjnjng. Credit, two hours. Daily ezeept 
Sat., 11. Caldwell Hall 143. Professor BRIM. 
This course is designed for those who are in teacher-tniDing work or who are 
p,.E'p8.ring for such work The course will be devoted to a consideration of ,the 
practical problems of the rural teacher as these have been expressed by rural 
teachers in the field and by district superintendents. The training course will 
be examined with a vie"" to discovering means of preparing teachers successfully 
to meet these difficulties. The following topics are suggested: problems of 
school organization and management; the daily program; adjustment of oourteS 
of study to rural needs and conditions; preparation of the teaL'her for community' 
It"adership; observation of rural schools as a means of preparation. 
S 40. Rural &hoot ud the Community. Credit, two hours. Daily except 
Sat., 3.30-4,30. CaldweU Hall 143. Professor BRIM. 
This course is designed for any who are concerned with rural schools. Sucb 
topics will be considered as: (a) The place of the school in community life; (b) 
the teacher's responsibility in community affairs; (c) the necessary knowledge 
and attitudes for rura1 Jeadership; (d) possible means of relating the school and 
the community so as to vitalize school work and secure better school support 
and improvement. 
S 45. The lbeory of Vocational Education. Credit, two bours. Daily 
eJtcept Sat .• 12. Fann Management JOJ. Professor EATON. 
The course will consist of discussions of questions arising under the foUowiDe' 
generaJ beads: The meaning of vocation; its origin and evolution; consuvatioo 
and progress in economic society; the function of education in vocatioa.; the 
criteria of content and methQd in vocational education;. t he agencies of voc:atiooal 
education. 
RURAL ENGINEERING 
RURAL ENGIIIl!ERING 
S 5. Fum lleeh·n'CI Credit, three houn. Lectures, daily except Sat., 9· 
Caldwell Hall 143. Laboratory, T Th. 2-5. Farm Mechanics Laboratory. 
Assistant Professor JdSas. 
A study 1)( the applications of kinematics as illustrated. in mowers, grain 
binders, gas engines, and other farm machinery: the selection, installation, care, 
and use of pumps, water systems, and internal combustion engines. Laboratory 
uercises will include rope work and belt lacing. 
S 22. 'arm EqiDe.rinc and Structures. Credit, (our hour:;. Lectures, 
daily except Sat., 12. Caldwell Han 14J. Laboratory M W F. Farm Mt-
(harnes Laboratory. Assistant Profcuor SrRAHAN. 
A study of leveling instruments and leveling as applied to drainage; clements 
of plane survey1RR; the use of concrete and wood in farm buildings: construction 
and design of farm buildings, including the generaJ.purp~ barn, dairy barn. 
sheep and hog bvn, and others as time permits: ventilation, light, and sani· 
tation, with outside problems. 
S 41. Parm Sbop Work. Crerlit. one hour. Open to all teachers of voca-
.tional agriculture. M W F, 2-5. Farm Mechanics Lahoratory. Assistar.t 
Professor RoaHL. 
A course in farm woodwork and correJated dru,ing. harnrss-repr.iring, an I 
farm metal working to preplre men to handle the general farm shop work of the 
vocational course in agriculture. 
RURAL ORGANIZATION 
S I. The Social Problems of Rural Communities. Credit, two hours, 
Lectures, reports, and discussioll5, daily except Sat_, 8. RolxTts Hall 292. ~Ir. 
WBlTHBY. 
An iatM<iu .. 'tory study of the social problems of rural communities as a ba."is 
for the (~iaJ organization of rural lue. Students 1'i)l make individual studies 
or seJe.cttd communities. 
S 16. The Place of Play ill tbe CommWlity. Credit, one hour. Lccturt"S, 
~rts, and discussioll5, T Th S, 9. Roberts Hall 292, ~Ir . WHITNE\-, 
The psychology of play activity; the significance of play in relation to the 
individual; the social value of playas a factor in social training, in social control, 
and ia curricular educatioo; the history of play, including prE'.hUlt13n play, the 
plIyof primitive people&. play in ancient times, in medieval times, and in modern 
times; types of pr~nt-day play and rtcrution; types of organization no\\,· in 
.... 
VEGETABLE GARDENING 
S I. V ..... bIeGawm;.I. Credit. t ..... boun. Lect ..... ~I W.9. TTh F. 
•. Poultry Building 350. LaboratOJ)', T Th. C)-U. Vegotabl. Gardens, East 
Ith'ea. Aaistaot Professor ScSNECK. 
. This ooune is pJaaned primarily to meet the ~ments of those inktestW 
In acbooI and tociaJ ItrVice work in vegetable gardenina:. as ""ell as of tbe amateur 
-. 
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A study of the principles and practices of gardening as applied to the euJtun; 
of vegetables in the home and school garden. 
The location, planning. and management of a garden; seed and seed band);",: 
growing early plants; special requirements of the various veeetable crops: and 
insects and diseases will receive consideration. 
The laboratory work includes actual practice in the garden. Each student is 
assi,ned a plot on which he will plant and, throughout the course, care for the 
vegetables which are best suited for school and amateur gardens. Laboratory 
exercises are planned to show the application of principles and practices discussed 
in the lectures. Laboratory fee, '2. 
S 2. Advanced Vegetable GardeaiD&:. Credit, one hout. Prerequisite. 
Course S I. Lectures and laboratory. T Th. 2-5. Poultry Building 32S and 
Vegetable Gardens. East Ithaca. Assistant Professor ScHNECK. 
LectlUes on the origin, history, and botany of vegetables. Lectura aod 
laboratory studies of different vegetable types and varieties, their characteristics, 
and adaptation to different conditions. Important varieties of all the different 
vegetables are grown in the f:arden giving an abundance of mattrial for study. 
Preparing and judging exhibits. Special study of training, blanching, harvesting 
and storing of different vegetables. One or two trips will be made to study the 
most successful home and school gardens of Ithaca. Laboratory fee, $I.so. 
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